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JMU removing asbestos
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Bob Riley

Speakers give tips
on political career,
advocate activism
Jeff Reiser
staff writer
.
Everyone should strive to be politically active, two
former special assistants to President Reagan said
Monday night.
Linda Arey and Robert Riley's presentation kicked
off Legislative Ac ion Week, sponsored by the
Student Government Association.
"To paraphrase Edmond Burke "The best way for
evil to take over is for good men to do nothing,'"
Arey said.
The "rising sun" of politcal opportunities falls on
this generation, according to Arey, who currently
serves on the National Occupational Safety and
Health Review Commission. She advocated effective
bureaucracy rather than ideological demonstration and
urged students to look towards a career in politics.
"Waste no time getting political internships in
Washington," she said. "Once you get your foot in
the door and show your abilities, you will get
noticed."
Ambition rarely deserves its somewhat negative
connotations of corruptiblity, she said.
"Ambitious people are simply less lazy," and the
See SPEAKERS page 2 >•

By Kiran Krlshnamurthy
staff writer
The sign on the third-floor water pipes in
Converse Hall reads: "Danger. Contains asbestos
fibers. Avoid creating dust. Cancer and lung disease
hazard."
But there's no need to worry, according to James
Auckland, JMU's chief engineer.
The asbestos is in the insulation around the
pipes, he said. "The pipes themselves are made of
metal and the water runs inside them. There is
nothing getting into the water."
Asbestos was first removed at JMU eight years
ago, after the Environmental Protection Agency
found asbestos could cause various cancers and
lung diseases. Since then, asbestos has been
removed from the Village area dorms, Burruss
Hall, Warren Campus Center and the ceiling of the
planetarium in Miller Hall.
This summer JMU plans to remove asbestos
from exposed piping and mechanical rooms in the
health center, power plant, Gibbons Dining Hall
and Bluestone dorms. No contracts for removal
have been awarded yet, Auckland said.
The asbestos that remains on campus poses no
health threat to the public if left untampered with,
according to JMU engineering officials.
But Frank Viscomi, director of the asbestos
removal project, said students should not disturb
any areas labeled dangerous, regardless of the safety
precautions JMU enacts.
When students have questions, "always assume
it's asbestos" and consult the university, he said.
Warning signs
like this hang
from water pipes
in Converse Hall.
Pipes insulated
with asbestos
are covered with
a non-hazardous
sealant. There is
also asbestos on
pipes and in
mechanical
rooms In the
health center,
power plant,
Gibbons Dining
Hall and
Bluestone dorms.
This asbestos will
be removed this
summer.

Viscomi said the presence of asbestos at JMU
currently is limited to pipe insulation, beam
supports, floor tiles and some ceiling materials.
Concern arose over the safety of drinking water
in Chandler Hall after students discovered asbestos
warning signs posted on water fountain pipes.
The pipes, which are insulated with asbestos, are
covered with a non-hazardous sealant. When this
seal is "punctured, torn apart or taken off the pipe .
. .you'd have a release of [asbestos] fibers,"
Auckland said.
Asbestos in the Village area dorms' mechanical
rooms is not slated for removal at this time. When
a problem surfaces, it is taken care of immediately,
Viscomi said.
In Warren Campus Center, drain piping is
surrounded by metal support beams covered with
asbestos. The fibrous insulation surrounding the
metal beams contains about 10 percent asbestos.
Asbestos was removed from the support beams
in the area under repair and replaced. According to
Viscomi, the EPA requires the removal of asbestos
from an area before repairs or construction can
begin. Generally, a fiberglass substitute is used to
replace the pre-existing insulation.
Viscomi said there is more asbestos in the
campus center, but it is "above the solid plaster
ceiling so it is enclosed. It's not exposed to the
public at all."
The renovation of Burruss Hall presented a
different set of circumstances, he said.
See ASBESTOS page 2 >
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Asbestos
>■ (Continued from page 1)

In addition to removing asbestos from
insulated pipes, exhaust ducts on lab
hoods had to be removed. The ducts'
acid-resistant insulation was composed
of about 70 percent asbestos. Linoleum
containing up to 50 percent asbestos
also was removed. Both would be
disturbed during construction, which
would release asbestos, Viscomi said.

"It's a pretty major job," he said.
Asbestos rcmovaPat Burruss Hall has
been completed and renovation is now
underway.
Ceiling boards wcr(: removed from the
John C. Wells Planetarium this past
summer. The project at Miller Hall was
conducted to "remove asbestos from an
area that was exposed to the public,"
Viscomi said.
During the removal projects, air
samples were taken inside the

Speakers
> (Continued from page 1)

desire to achieve is vital in realizing
career and political goals.
"Now is the lime to decide whether
you want to run for Congress," she
said.
Don't be afraid to take less-important
jobs, she added. "Just decide that you
don't want to stay there. There is
always room for people who will work
hard?'
Arey criticized the political apathy
and political ignorance of many
citizens. "It is such a crime that people
pick presidential candidates by how they
part their hair."
This indifference of the public is, in a
way, beneficial to those individuals
who are interested in pursuing a
political career, she said. It further
opens the door of opportunities for
those able and interested.
"If you open any newpapcr, you read
that some party official or party
chairman is gnashing his teeth about
the lack of quality candidates."
Arey suggested that going into
politics probably is not meant for those
who are seeking stability. More than
other careers, politics has its "ebbs and
flows, highs and lows," she said.
However, if an individual is ready to
"play hard and play to win," a career in
politics can be quite rewarding, Arey
said.
But Rilcy, who is currently president
of the Inter-collegiate Studies Institute,
had a word of caution. "Don't do it

unless you're prepared. There is no
on-the-job training," he said.
"It's not enough to be 'for' the right
thing. You have to make a public case
for it," he said. "Our nation is governed
by ideas."
He suggested that politics is a sort of
morality play. Every political argument
"comes down to morality" in the end,
he said.
All major political issues are centered
around differing views of what is moral,
Riley said. "Better and worse are
relative terms. One must make his case
in terms of morality," Riley said.

Riding high

This belief in enacting the common
good is where the United States differs
from Marxist-Leninist nations, Rilcy
said. They do not see the need for
rights of the individual.
"It is in this sense that the Soviet
Union is an evil empire," he said.
Riley differed from Arey with his
stand on student activism, such as
marches and demonstrations. Although
Arey did not believe that such activism
is a fundamental component of political
activism, she felt that they arc positive
means with which to promote activism.
Rilcy, on the other hand, generally
opposed such efforts.
"Don't bury yourself in protesting,
he said. "The student activism that you
should embrace is that of thinking."

Staff photo by FRED NORTH

Cyrus of Cyrus and Gazzo Street Performers entertains a
crowd in front of D-hall.
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moving now to rid the campus of the
potentially hazardous substance,
Viscomi said.
In 1987, the state conducted a
campus-wide survey concerning the
presence of asbestos in JMU buildings.
Hall-Kimbrell Environmental Services,
Inc., the independent investigator,
released a preliminary report in May
1988. JMU has based its removal on
the preliminary study because it has not
received a final report.

The goal of American politics is to
enact what is perceived to be the
"common good," he said. "We're all
human beings, [and] justice is the
standard that transcends all of us."
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containment areas to determine the
amount of asbestos fiber released into
the air.
While removing the asbestos, the air
samples taken inside the containment
area were well below industrial
standards, Viscomi said.
The federal government has
recommended that asbestos use be
discontinued and present levels reduced.
The nationwide move toward a total ban
on asbestos will be gradual, but JMU is
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NEWS

Debate team ends winning season at nationals
By Eric Fife
copy editor

Pester picked up seven.
Simply placing two teams in the
tournament "speaks very highly ... for
the whole program," Soenksen said.
Both teams had 10-6 records in the
qualifying tournament.
The JMU team's debate focused on
U.S. foreign policy in Africa. One plan
proposed a switch from a tough policy
in Libya to a softer policy and

Eleven plaques hang on the office
wall of Forensics Director Roger
Soenksen, and each represents a trip to
the National Debate Tournament by a
JMU debate team.
Two of those plaques are new —
from the JMU team's trip to the
National Debate Tournament held at the
University of Miami in Oxford, Ohio
last Thursday. Two two-member teams
qualified, a first for the JMU debate
team.
Although the JMU team did not
capture top honors, at the competition,
the team was still ranked eighth in the
country on Wednesday.
The team of Heather Emmert and J.
feWSsi^
P. Lacy finished with a 1-7 record at the
national tournament, and the team of
David Foley and Suzanne Pester had a
record of 2-6.
%x.:.Au.vmm:r:n-: '";?■
Each round is observed by three
WK
judges, each of whom votes. The team
that captures the votes of two judges
U
wins the round. It is possible for a team
to pick up the vote of a judge even if it
loses the round.
The team of Emmert and Lacy picked
up eight ballots; the team of Foley and Staff graphics by STEPHEN ROUNTREE
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By Jennifer Powell
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SGA reporter

Faculty and
SGA discuss
grade system

The plus/minus grading scale will
help faculty match students'
performance to grades, according to two
members of the faculty senate who
spoke to the SGA senate Tuesday.
Charles Dubenezic, speaker of the
faculty senate, said the proposal, passed
by faculty senate earlier this semester,
is now being reviewed by the
Undergraduate Commission so it can
advise the University Council.
The proposed plus/minus system will
be passed or rejected by the University
Council at its April 26 meeting.
Bruce Brunton, chairman of the
academic affairs committee, said the
proposal involves giving plus/minus
grades for every letter grade except F-,
F+, D- and A+.
See SGA page 5>

recommended that no further military
action be taken against the country.
Each debate team across the country
focuses on a single topic for a year.
The team might defend a proposal in
one meet, and attack a proposal in the
next meet. They must attack four
proposals and defend four proposals in
each tournament. The debaters work in
individual rounds as part of a
two-member team.
A standard tournament consists of
eight qualifying rounds plus a
single-elimination tournament, and each
round lasts about two hours. Soenksen
described the rounds as "very physically
demanding."
Emmert agreed. "I'm looking forward
to resting," she said.
She said that she spends from 15-20
hours during the week preparing for
debates before a tournament. The season
begins one week before school starts
and ends the first week in April, with
some team members attending
tournaments about every other week.
Soenksen said one team member
spent so much time preparing for
debates that he did "the equivalent of a
master's thesis in one year."
Lacy said, "You think about it
constantly." It was difficult to estimate

how many hours a week he spent at
work on debating.
Pester agreed. "You get real behind in
school," he said, "but I can't wait until
next year starts."
The team members said debate is a
high-pressure contest Debate is "a raw
form of competition," Emmert said.
Soenksen said debate represents "One
of the purest forms of intellectual
competition.... When you go into a
debate tournament... ultimately it's
Must] you and your partner against
another team."

Emmert said there is a spirit of
camaraderie on the team, but
"sometimes our competitiveness
undermines our ability to work
See DEBATE page 5>

Harter hospitalized
By Heather Dawson
and Roger Friedman
staff writers

Dr. Carl Harter, associate dean of
^ JMU's College of Letters and Sciences,
underwent surgery yesterday in
preparation for leukemia treatments.
Harter, who is scheduled to become
acting dean of the college July 1, was
hospitalized Monday at the University
of Virginia Health Science Center.
Harter was chosen to replace Dr. Robert
Shapiro, current dean, who is taking a
job at the Naval Academy.
Kate Bailey, Harter's nurse, said
surgeons implanted a catheter in his
arm to allow injection of multiple
antibiotics and other drugs.

Fred Hilton, JMU's director of
university relations, said the university
expects Harter will resume working
here when he recovers.
Hilton said he could not predict when
Harter would return.
Students who showed up for Harter's
classes yesterday were told he would not
return this semester.
Dr. Mary Lou Wylie, head of the
sociology, anthropology and social
work department, said faculty members
there began making arrangements
Monday to cover Harter's classes.
Joe Michalski will teach Harter's
Sociology Reseach Methods class for
the rest of the semester, Wylie said.
Other faculty members will serve as
guest lecturers for Harter's Introduction
to Population Studies class.
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16" CHEESE PIZZA $4.59
1st topping $1 - each additional topping 750
with coupon
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778 E. Market Street - Phone 434-5375
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Spring "Best Tan"
Contest
April 9

1

Congratulates this
year's soon to be
college graduates
As you enter the workplace,
we would like to assist you by making
the transition as easy as possible. If
you are considering transportation,
you may find that without credit
history, credit experience, and credit
references it may be difficult to obtain
the car you want.

We can help!!
With our new
College Graduate Plan
you can
Establish credit with major banks
Establish credit history and referencel'
Arrange payments to fit your situation!;

at the Stock Exchange Deli
91 North Main Street, Harrisonburg

Fistprize

$200.00

For the best tan, plus
2nd Prize

1-year free tanning at Tropic Tan

3rd Prize

6 mo. free tanning

!

at Tropic Tan

Many additional door prizes, but
you must register to win!
For contest rules and registration, hurry to
Tropic Tan, in the Spotswood Valley Square,
just a few'doors down from Kroger

433-8266

& Beach Party!?
Cold Beverages
Q-101 Remote 2-4 pm

Available Only At:

Harrisonbur

D.J. with Favorite Beach Music
Opening at 12 noon so come EARLY

you n|ht. Honda
2675 S. Main Street • 702/433-1467
mmmmmmmtammmmmmm

Don't Wait!
Contest Sign-Up is Limited
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The A+ grade is not possible because
it would involve a point value over 4.0,
which would be inconsistent with the
95 percent of colleges that use the
4-point system, Brunton said.
About half of those colleges use a
plus/minus system, he said.
According to the faculty senate's
academic affairs committee, 70 percent
of the faculty support the plus/minus
system.
Brunton said one faculty argument in

favor of the proposal was, "The current
grading system did not allow them to
match grades to the performance."
Some faculty members felt that
students whose grades would not be
drastically affected by the last part of
the semester would not work up to their
potential, he said.
"What incentive is there to do the
readings or go to all of the lectures?" he
said. With the plus/minus system, "you
might not get an A but there is some

way to improve."

Patricia Southall, Hillside Hall
senator, announced for Alcsha Kier,
chairwoman oT the SGA curriculum and
instruction committee, that there will
be a table at the Warren Campus
Center, April 18-20 with petitions for
and against the proposed plus/minus
system with the faculty senate
amendments.
In other business, Southall,
chairwoman of the food services

committee, said the committee is
working on improving the Steak House
and Top Dog dining facilities.
The Steak House will be open
Saturdays beginning next semester,
Southall said.
There is a $7 fine for students who
make reservations at the Steak House
and then eat at another campus dining
area, Southall said. Students who do
not keep Steak House reservations and
do not eat elsewhere on campus are not
fined.

Debate
> (Continued from page 3)
together."

Debate can also be frustrating. Lacy said. "[It's]
like trying to breathe underwater," he said.
This year's squad had about 20 members.
Soenksen recruits debaters out of high school, but
he noted that the JMU approach to debate is
different from many schools.
Some schools offer academic scholarships and
"use their money to recruit," but JMU does not.
Soenksen said, "Most [students at JMU] debate
just for fun."
He said that what attracts high school students
to the JMU program is "the camaraderie of a large
squad."
The program encourages walk-ons, and all who
want to participate may do so.
Since 1976, only one debater has failed to
graduate, Soenksen said.

Reyward Drive, Springfield, was charged with
tampering with a police car and DIP April 1.

By Paul Ziebarth
police reporter

Campus police reported the following incidents
for this week:
Driving under the Influence
Non-student William A. Rice, 23, of Apt. 700L
Cedar Valley, Radford, was charged with DUI,
having no current inspection stickers and no
registration April 2.
Underage possession
Non-student Randel T. Hedge, 20, of Rt. 1, Box
274B, Grasonville, Md., was charged with underage
possession of alcohol March 31.
Tampering with a police car, DIP
Student Christopher W. Crooks, 18, of 6707

Petty Larceny
Non-student John W. Swearer, 18, of 11313
Lapham Drive, Oakton, was charged with petty
larceny March 31.
Trespassing
Non-student Raymond E. Hamilton, 26, of 119
Broad Street. Harrisonburg, was charged with
trespassing April 1.
Hit and Run
Student Kathryn G. Monk, 18, of 119 James
Landing Road, Newport News, was charged with hit
and run on an automobile April 2.

HARRISONBURG'S

BOOK SALE
April 8, 9, 15, 16
Sats. (9-5); Suns. (12-5)
Green Valley Book Barn and Country Gallery.
Located 2 miles east of Mt. Crawford, VA. 1-81, Exit 61. Turn east
on Rd. 682. Go 11/2 miles to Rd. 681. Turn left 1/2 mile to sale.
Signs posted sale days only. Approx. 5 miles south of Harrisonburg, VA.
Over 100,000 books for sale during the 4 days. New books all 4 days.
Old, used and rare books the 15th and 16th only! (Watch this paper for
old book ads). Our new book sale will be fantastic! We have added
another publisher, more display area and, best of all, many more books!
You'll find approx. 7,000 children's books including 100's of new and
different titles, another great selection of History titles, cookbooks,
crafts, gardening, outdoors including a super lot of nature guides, sports
(baseball, fishing, etc., etc.), religion, humor, bestsellers, fiction,
literature, computers, electronics, sailing and yachts, health and fitness,
biographies, military history, reference and how-to books, etc., etc., etc.
Best of all, most of our books are 75% or more off retail! (Children's
66% off). Our selection is fantastic and this April sale will be very
special!! Don't miss itl Again, watch this paper the week of April 10th
for "old book sale ad." For info call 703-434-4260 (9 am - 5 pm) or
703-434-8849 (after 7 pm).
We are always buying old books (bookshops, large or small libraries).
Call or Write: Leighton Evans, Rt 2, Box 322, Mt. Crawford, Va 22841

Record Fair - April 22nd & 23rd

®
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Because JMU Students are Intelligent People
Who Like to Make Informed Decisions,
Patrick Real Estate Offers You...

NO GIMMICKS,
J U ST FACTS
1. Who has the most spacious 4 bedroom apartments?
Olde Mill Village offers nearly 1300 sq. ft. of comfortable living space

2. Which student community is closest to campus?
Olde Mill Village is 1/2 mile from the quad, a pleasant 10 minute walk down
Main Street along lighted sidewalks. All other new developments are at least
1 1/2 miles from the quad.

3. Attracted to "student un-rest"?
Olde Mill Village is proud to feature recreational facilities including Basketball
and Volleyball courts. Other student communities may have "plans" for other
amenities, but plans are not promises. At Olde Mill Village, you know what
you're getting.

4. Where can a student get an individual lease?
Patrick Real Estate, which manages Olde Mill Village, will be glad to work
with students desiring personal leases. Other Managing companies only offer
leases by the unit.

5. What about the bottom line -- rent?
A fully-furnished 4 bedroom apartment (including dishwasher, microwave,
and a full sized washer and dryer) is only $800 a month. Call us today
to find out how to get a year's FREE RENT!!!

Choosing where to live
is an important decision so make sure it's
an informed one.

REAL ESTATE
703-433-2559
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COLLEGE CLIPS
Proposed budget cuts to hurt public colleges
[CPS] — Six hundred angry collegians converged on
the Massachusetts legislature in Boston March 7 to
protest proposed cuts in the amount of money the state
gives its public campuses.
John Theriault, a senior at Southeastern
Massachusetts University and a student member of the
state Board of Regents of Higher Education, said,
"Some seniors can't graduate on time because they
can't get the courses they need. We're beginning to see
the effects of lower [state] funding."
An uncomfortably large number of states, in fact, are
threatening to cut or level off college funding as they
settle their annual or two-year budgets this spring.
Ed Hines, an Illinois State University professor who
monitors state higher-education funding around the
country, said, "This year there are fewer states with an
absolute decline. There arc more small states that did
better, and many larger states have leveled off their
higher education funding."
Steve Gold, of the National Conference of State
Legislatures, which tracks state government activities,
said other programs will get priority. "There's no
ground swell that will lead to greater higher education
funding this year."
Hines said Texas, Oklahoma, Oregon, Washington,
New York and Arizona legislators are debating whether
to balance their state budgets by giving their public
colleges less money.
States, of course, get their money from taxes they
collect from residents and businesses, but when local
economies suffer, people buy and sell less.
Consequently, states collect less tax money and have
less to give to state agencies, including campuses.
States in depressed energy and agricultural areas have
had the hardest economic times in recent years. This

time around, some industrial and service economics arc
having trouble, too.
To students, such budget cuts usually mean higher
tuition and fewer courses to choose from in the fall.
Many legislators, Hines said, seem to see students as
a good source of money to run campuses. When tax
revenues don't cover the costs, students can.
"Student tuition has become a revenue source, not a
user fee," he said. "It remains to be seen how long this
will go on until accessibility to an education is
seriously limited."

"All across campus, the extra
electives needed to graduate
just aren't there."
— John Burns

Bridgewater State College senior John Burns said .
"All across campus, the extra electives needed to
graduate just aren't there."
The problems are similar elsewhere.
In Arizona, Gov. Rose Mofford proposed to spend in
late January $61 million less on colleges, funneling
the money to pay for state prisons and health care
programs for the poor.
Medical school Dean James Dalcn said that if
Mofford gets her way the University of Arizona's
medical school — which would get an increase of
$560,000, instead of the requested $5.8 million —
would have to table some research studies and diminish
its library services.
State University of New York Chancellor D. Bruce
Johnstone said, whole departments — and 650 jobs —
would have to be carved out of the five State
University of New York campuses if Gov. Mario
Cuomo's proposed $47 million college cuts are
approved.
New Mexico State University students have two
fewer English courses to take because of an $84,000
department budget cut.
In New Jersey, a $2.5 million loss in state funds
forced the Camden campus of Rutgers University to
eliminate 41 courses this semester.
Yet, said Mark Musik, of the Southern Regional
Education Board in Atlanta, "there are some good
things happening in higher education."
For example, Maryland is riding a windfall of several
million dollars. The state is considering giving $647.5
million — a 17.4 percent increase from last year — to
four-year campuses next year.

Ken Halstead, of Research Associates in
Washington, D.C., figured students' tuition paid for
about 24 percent of the total of what it actually cost to
educate them this year, up 4 percent from 1978.
Despite the increase, Halstead maintained, public
higher education is a great deal. "What else can you get
for only one-fourth of the cost?"
Many Massachusetts students weren't so sure.
Coping with big deficits, legislators have cut the state
higher education budget four times during the past two
years.
Earlier this spring, trustees at 16 schools called for
an extra S30 to $150 from each student to help cover
But Musick said, "No one is ever satisfied. Schools
shortfalls from state funding cuts.
would always like more money."

Threat of violence cancels rap concert
[CPS] — University of North
Carolina-Wilmington officials canceled
an April rap concert on the campus,
saying they wanted to avoid the kinds
of violence that have marred rap groups'
appearances at other campuses.
Yet students at the universities of
Maryland and Massachusetts — two of
the campuses that UNC-Wilmington
cited as the scene of violence when the
groups appeared there — say their
concerts had gone off almost flawlessly.
Some UNC students charge
administrators were more prone to
cancel the $18,000 concert because the
groups — Kid 'n Play, EPMD and
Boogie Down Productions — are
comprised of blacks.
Not so, replied Paul Eaglian, the
school's lawyer. "The agent for those
groups required a security rider we could
not agree to."

white-oriented band had requested metal
detectors."
Foley also said UNC's Association
for Campus Entertainment, which
booked the April 8 concert, assumed the
rap groups probably would have drawn
a good number of black people from off
campus to the auditorium, thus making
administrators
even
more
uncomfortable.
Bringing big off-campus crowds to
campus events has made administrators
at other schools nervous, too.
On March 8, Yale University officials
canceled an April 7 Edie Brickell
concert, citing "security problems" in
holding an event not aimed specifically
at Yale students.
Whatever the reasons, "the concert is
not going to go on" at Wilmington,
said lawyer Eaglian.

In their contracts, the groups require
concert promoters to place metal
detectors at entrances.
Bruce Foley, a reporter for The
Seahawk, the campus paper, said,
"There are a lot of people who wonder
what would have happened if a

Eaglian and others also based their
decision on a report by UNC's police
department, which claimed several
people had been stabbed at a go-go
concert sponsored by an off-campus
group at Maryland.
UNC Public Safety Director Joe

Johnson said he discovered the
problems after interviewing promoters
and police at other campuses.

the Union Program Council, said.
Boogie Down Productions' October
concert at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst, another
campus named in the report, went off
without a hitch.
Metal detectors at the doors revealed
"nothing but keys," Weinstein said. By
contrast, several weapons were
confiscated at a recent University of
Massachusetts Warren Zevon concert, a
relatively mellow while performer.
Besides, Boogie Down Productions'
lyrics are all about non-violence,
Weinstein said. "They just have a
concern for their patrons."

But no one at the other campuses
recalled any special problems at the
conceits.
Gretchen Metalaar, the school's
campus productions adviser, said, when
EPMD, Boogie Down Productions and
tl ree other groups played to 3,000
people at the University of Maryland's
homecoming celebration, one person
was thrown out for brandishing a knife
and two abandoned cars turned up the
next morning at the front door of the
concert venue.
Metzalaar termed the incidents
"minor."
At Fayetteville State University in
"Even in a concert with 500 people, North Carolina, EPMD played at au
no matter what kind of concert — even off-campus auditorium to a largely
Johnny Mathis — you'll have a few student crowd. Metal detectors were not
incidents," she said.
used and there were no security
UNC-Wilmington promoter John problems, contrary to the UNC report.
Freer thought UNC confused the Robert Smith, the concert promoter,
Maryland rap concerts with the said, "I don't know where they got
Maryland go-go event, although "That's that."
No one from Eric Hennings
like comparing heavy metal to classical
Productions,
the rap groups' promoter,
music."
Ari Weinstein, production manager of could be reached for comment.
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University Program Board's
Upcoming Events
MMHQ
Sunday, April 16th, 8 pm
Godwin Hall
General Admission
Tickets: $10.50 w/ID and
$12.50 public
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Saturday, April 8th, 8 pm
Wilson Hall
General Admission
Tickets: $2 w/ID and $5 public

&mm'47

Lisa Birnbach
author of
The Preppy Handbook &
Going to Work
Monday, April 10
8 pm
Grafton Stovall
General Admission
Tickets: FREE!
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'Hazelwood decision' to be challenged
[CPS] — The former publisher of California State
University-Los Angeles' student paper said March 24
she would sue the school, claiming she had been fired
for running stories that criticized campus President
James Rosscr.
In what promises to be the first major court test of
1988's landmark Hazelwood decision, Joan Zyda, fired
last April, said she would file suit for damages and to
get her job back.
The school fired Zyda after months of squabbling,
set off by a 1987 award-winning story in The
University Times of the death of a CSULA student in
a campus building wrecked by an earthquake.
The dead student's parents, using facts from the
University Times' story, filed a S5 million wrongful
death suit against the school, claiming the
administration was negligent in not quake-proofing the
building.

Barry Fisher, Zyda's lawyer, said, "Pressure on Zyda
increased with the lawsuit. They [the administration]
accused her of 'negative journalism,' of everything but
what was really on their minds."
Zyda said that administrators also objected to
"editorials and cartoons criticizing CSULA President
James Rosser and his aides for impeding the free flow
of information."
But CSULA spokeswoman Ruth Goldway said at
the time of the firing that administrators were upset
that the paper was losing money and dissatisfied with
Zyda's performance.
Zyda said, "When I suggested that the university buy
ads [to support both the paper and the mission of the
university], Rosser declined unless he was given
certain controls over the paper's content."
She maintained Rosser wanted to control the paper,
if only to minimize CSULA's legal liability for what
it published.

In the weeks after the U.S. Supreme Court's
January, 1988, Hazelwood ruling, which gave high
school principals the right to control the editorial
content of the papers run as for-credit classroom
"laboratories," CSULA officials announced they were
changing the University Times into a "laboratory
newspaper" and demoting Zyda.
Zyda's well-published resistance ended with her firing
three months later.
Fisher said, "The essence of the suit is the retaliatory
firing of Zyda for her stories on the earthquake and the
questions about the administration's culpability [in the
death of a student]."
CSULA Vice President and General Counsel Mayer ■
Chapman would not comment on the lawsuit because
"we haven't been served. We think there's some
manipulation of the media going on. We've gotten 20
calls, but we haven't seen anything."

Students protest sharing campus with men
[CPS] — About 100 students at
Colby-Sawyer College in New
Hampshire protested March 16 the
possibility of having to share their
campus with men.
The school's Board of Trustees is
considering admitting men for the first
time in the school's history to stave off
expected enrollment declines. The board
is set to vote on the matter April 1.
Students at many of the women's
colleges around the country that have

gone coed during the eighties have
reacted with anger and resentment. In
recent years, such protests marked the
conversion of Randolph-Macon's
Women's College, Mississippi
University for Women and, in 1988,
Wheaton College in Massachusetts.
Peter Mirijanian, of the Women's
College Coalition in Washington D.C.,
said Colby-Sawyer is one of 95
all-women's colleges left in the United
States, down from 140 in 1970.

7T
DAYS
INNS-HOTELS-SUITES

At Colby-Sawyer, about a fourth of
the population at the 450-student
school sang "I Am Woman" at a sit-in,
and then met for four hours with
campus President Peggy Stock and
board Chairman Peter Danforth,
claiming they had shut them out of the
decision-making process.
Student Janice Johnson said, "A lot
of people are against going coed, and a
lot more need to be more vocal about
it."

While the trustees consider opening
the school to men, Mirijanian reported
enrollment at women's colleges
nationwide has increased 15 percent
since 1970.
He said Colby-Sawyer's problems are
more typical of those facing small,
private colleges, not women's colleges.
"Women's colleges are doing quite
well, and we're encouraged about the
future," said Mirijanian.

Just in time for
Graduation!
Opening <d\l{ai) 1, igSg

New Market
Exit 67 off 1-81
18 Miles North of
Harrisonburg

FREE Continental Breakfast'
Brand New!
Pool!
Cable TV!
Terrific Mountain View!

20 minutes from
JMU Campus!

For Reservations call
1-800-325-2525

OFFER QUALITY SERUICE
• Uiash-Dry-Fotd Seruice
• f hr. Dry Cleaning
• 3 Hr. Full Seruice
laundromat
• Hours 7-10 p.m.
Sun. 2-!0 p.m.

przr

PRESTON CLEANERS
AND LAUNDROMAT

□

CLOUERI
CLOUEf EHF SHOPPING CENTER (Neut to Best)

<\_J
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e£ AD TRIVIA
Answer this Question...
Find the Ad in The Breeze that Offers
"Special Buyer's Plan for College Seniors."
And win a SMALL CHEESE PIZZA!!
Students, Faculty and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win. Winners of Ad Trivia
can only win once a semester. Pick up Ad Trivia coupons at The Breeze between 9am - 2pm. Must present I.D. to win.
.......

...

TOYOTA FORM
Work in Charlottesville
or Northern Virginia.
Call Student Services
Moving Co., Inc. or
Student Housepainters,

Inc.

fl\OftSt

St

HOW TO GRADUATE
TO THE REAL WORLD...
WITH NO MONEY DOWN!

(804) 977-2705
(703) 849-1888

Choose from our great selection of I989
Toyotas—economical Tercels, stylish
Corollas, roomy and powerful Camrys, the
all-new luxurious Cressida and versatile
Passenger Vans.
If it's performance you're after, test drive
our hot MR2's, sleek Celicas and highperformance Supras.
Come in and drive out in your new '89
Toyota today!

COROLLA 4-DOOR
DELUXE SEDAN

TOYOTA QUALITY

WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!

AMERICAN
VCANCER
fSOCIETY'

No Money Down!
Buyer's Plan For College
Seniors Available
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Duke hazard
It's not a driveway between two parking lots — it's
more like part of an outdoor set from the old Dukes
ofHazzard show.
The gravel driveway between M-lot and V-lot
(between Duke Fine Arts Building and Miller Hall) is
a dangerous place for pedestrians. Students often
complain about the dangers of crossing Main Street
to get to Anthony-Seeger Hall, but few seem to
realize the similar dangers of getting to the Main
Street crosswalk in the first place.
As faculty members and students who use the lots
will probably tell you, the driveway which has
provided access to the lots since construction on the
new music building began is a minefield of potholes.
But the driveway's poor condition doesn't slow them
down, even when it's 11:55 a.m. Monday, and
students are trying to cross the driveway on their way
from Anthony-Seeger or Duke to lunch or classes.
The situation is much worse at night. Visibility,
which is already lowered greatly by a monstrous,
prickly, L-shaped flowering shrub, is cut down to
almost zero after sunset. Students on their way to
rehearsals or classes (often held in Anthony-Seeger's
auditorium or Duke's lecture halls) are playing a type
of dodge-ball with their bodies and the passing cars.
Often, the only way a student is warned of an
approaching car is by the sound of wheels on gravel.
But what about hearing-impaired students who can't
depend on their sight, since their visibility is blocked
by an overgrown shrub?
The university can't be blamed totally for the
danger of the driveway. Although there are lots of
potholes (serving as ramps, not speed bumps) fresh
gravel is often added to what's already there. But bad
weather sometimes means even the best efforts to
keep the drive smooth are futile.
The real solution? First, the shrub should be taken
out, or at least trimmed regularly to keep it from
looking like it's been abandoned. And second,
warning signs should be posted on both sides of the
path students use to cross the driveway (at the end of
the sidewalk, near the shrub).
Although the driveway is a real oversight and an
example of lack of consideration for students' access
to various parts of the campus, the university has
been making small but necessary strides this year in
ensuring that all students can reach all parts of the
campus more easily and safely.
For example, the university recently installed a
ramp outside Duke Fine Arts Building. A sidewalk
and sod have been laid over the once-worn patch of
grass between D-Hall and Greek Row. And in
February, the state approved an $86,100 JMU request
for funding to install a long-needed elevator in
Wilson Hall. After construction this summer, every
student will have easy access to offices in Wilson,
including the Records Office and Student Accounting.
But JMU cannot afford to overlook the bush most
students can't look over. We can afford to yank it.
The above editorial was written by Heather Dawson.

Vote: new class council election
open to all students next week
To the editor:
One of the few organizations on campus to which
every student belongs is the University Class
Organization. The UCO is the governing board for
each of the class councils.
In 1984, under the direction and guidance of Dr.
Carrier, this organization was founded in an effort to
improve class unity. With the increased growth of
JMU, we must make an effort to unify our respective
classes so we can still keep the special closeness
which we at JMU value deeply.
Often there is confusion as to what exactly UCO's
responsibilities are. It is not a law-making body;
instead, it is a student organization whose main
purpose is getting people in the class together to have
fun and to get to know each other. We try to provide
activities for all aspects of student life: social,
community service, and career planning and placement
workshops.
Some of the activities we've held have included the
89-days-'til-gradualion party, the Senior Pig Roast, ice
cream socials. Senior Orientation for career planning,
and some community service activities. We work with
the commencement committee in planning graduation
and have been challenged by the administration to
raise money for a class gift to give to JMU upon our
graduation.
In the past, our officers were elected by a
student-faculty committee. This will be the first year
that we've held campus-wide elections for our class
officers. We decided it would be for the benefit of UCO
and JMU if we opened elections to the whole campus
so it could have a say in who its class officers are.
Get to know the prospective officers of your class
and the people who will be helping to plan your

graduation. A list of the candidates and their platforms
will be posted on the door of the UCO office in the
Warren Campus Center, office G-5E.
If you have any questions, or if you would like to
get involved, please call the UCO office at x6258 or
write to us at L-206.
Remember to vote for your class officers on
Tuesday, April 11 at Grafton-Stovall from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Tami Spindle
sophomore
political science/communications

Swallowing 'defeet': individuals,
not races, competed in election
To the editor:
Poor sportsmanship in any activity is irritating to
view, especially when the poor sport is a supposed
student leader. In the March 30 issue of The Breeze,
Stephan Fogleman (who ran for the SGA presidency)
was quoted as saying, "I won the white vote," in
response to the election results.
What kind of a reponse is that? Sounds to me like
Mr. Fogleman has some prejudice in his bones. I am
sorry (and I feel sick) that you have such an attitude,
Mr. Fogleman. It is people like you who make such
callous excuses for themselves and who contribute to
the racial division in this country.
The competition was not between two races; it was
between two individuals and their goals for our campus
as a whole (not for a particular race).
Accept your loss, Mr. Fogleman. The best person
won. Don't further defeat yourself by eating your foot
— not the usual sticking-your-foot-in-your-mouth. You
can't remove your dribbling, immature comment.
It's swallowed — said and done.
Susan Rigney
sophomore
social work
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Several religious groups to host
next week's Holocaust program
To the editor:
I am writing in response to the column by Andrew
Lewis in the March 30 issue of The Breeze. I
appreciate Mr. Lewis's willingness to speak out
against oppression and repression and appreciate his
compassion and understanding. However, I want to
correct two errors.
The first is that the Holocaust program to be held on
Wednesday, April 12 at 5:30 p.m. in the PC Ballroom
is sponsored not only by Hillel but cooperatively by
members of Interfaith Campus Ministries, including
the Baptist Campus Ministry, Campus Crusade for
Christ, Catholic Campus Ministry, Episcopal Campus
Ministry, Lutheran Campus Ministry, Inter-varsity
Christian Fellowship, the Navigators, Presbyterian
Campus Ministry and the Wesley Foundation.
The second error is in the number of those who
perished in the camps. The number is not 6 million
Jews but 11 million. Six million of these people were
Jews, the remainder were from the groups he
mentioned:
homosexuals, gypsies and political
prisoners, as well as POWs.
Robert Chell
Lutheran Campus Pastor

'Resorts,' insufficent sentences,
keep murderers from suffering
To the editor:
Contrary to Jill Colby's beliefs in The Breeze
(April 3), America's prisons no longer serve to make
convicted murderers suffer. Prison meals no longer
consist of bread and water, and contrary to popular
belief, prisoners do not make license plates, nor do
they perform hard labor. Times have changed.
Today, a convicted murderer is sentenced to serving
time in a resort. He is given a clean bed, a daily
change of clothes, and three full meals each day (food
as good as ours in 1) Hall).

II

For recreation (yes, recreation), convicts are allowed
24-hour access to color television, pool, ping-pong
and many other activities. One prison in New York
City is even fully carpeted. Although the prisoners do
lack some freedom, are they really suffering?
Another point I would like to address is that a life
sentence is truly only 20 years, with eligibility for
parole resulting after an average of seven years — a
mere seven years of living in comfort. Is this
punishment? It seems that justice is now on the
criminal's side.
Maybe capital punishment is not the answer to the
nation's crime problem; however, it is time that we
opened our eyes to the true "penalties" of murder.
Veronique Elbaz
sophomore
psychology

Lefty's future here questioned:
will coach be 'Duke or Deacon'?
To the editor:
When 1 entered James Madison this year I was
excited to be here. This is one of the finest
undergraduate institutions in our country.
One thing that really excited me was that Lefty
Driesell was going to be our basketball coach. I have
always been an avid basketball fan. Any fan would be
excited because Lefty is considered to be one of the
greatest ever to coach the game.
It has been reported that the Wake Forest University
basketball coaching position would be available. It
was reported that Lefty had visited Wake Forest five
times recently and may be considered as one of the
candidates for the job.
Lefty, if this is true and you decide to leave JMU, I
wish you the best of luck at Wake Forest. However, I
would like to see you remain as our coach and continue
to build our basketball program. Your coaching ability
combined with the projected talent of our players could
produce a Top-20 team. I feel this is a realistic view if
you are our coach.

• ill

SURVIVAL KIT

I believe the sports fans at JMU would like to be
reassured of your commitment to our university. Will
you be a Duke or a Deacon in the upcoming years?
Rodney Markham
sophomore
sports management

'Body autonomy is threatened':
pro-choice flier, the pill clarified
To the editor:
I would like to clarify some statements that I wrote
in a flier that was sent to student organizations
dealing with the March for Women's Equality/Women's
Lives.
There has been some controversy in the community
as well as at JMU.
First of all, it was not a petition. I needed to get the
word out about the march as quickly as I possibly
could, so I sent a sign-up sheet to organizations. It
was a chance for people interested in joining us to get
more information.
Second, the section that dealt with the issue of birth
control contained some incorrect information. As the
author of the flier, it is my responsibility to correct
this error.
There is no direct threat to the use of the pill in the
overturning of Roe v. Wade at this time; however, the
anti-choice movement (at least factions of it) are
working to limit access to birth control methods.
It may take longer for them to succeed, but if they
win the victory against choice, birth control will be
their next target.
I stand by everything else said in the flier.
If the logic seems implausible, it is not. If it
frightened you, good.
We all should be frightened. Our right to body
autonomy is threatened.
Jenny Rigger
junior
political science/history

For the fashion values of the Valley

mMM ©IMP
Find all of your
summer play clothes
at discount prices.

* shorts $ slacks
$tops
* skirts
He sweaters
Super
Deal!
Gel a medium one-Hem pizza
(or jusi S6.25, lax included!
One coupon per order Not good
wiin any oiner offer
Expires 4/30/89

Call us!
Free Delivery
433-2300
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Senioritis: more than blowing off class
As the winter turns into spring and the end of the
collegiate path draws close for some of us, a
growing, lackadaisical phenomenon — commonly
known as "senioritis" — begins to numb our minds
and paralyze our thought processes.
While this attitude has historically been viewed
with contempt and scorn by teachers and the
self-proclaimed "smarter" of the students, it is my
intention to introduce sound, justifiable reasons for
adopting such an attitude and to develop a list of
criteria which should enable future seniors to
estimate their own peculiar susceptibility to this
"disease."
"College teaches you how to think." This is a
phrase that has seen a great deal of use and abuse by
my own professors over the years.
Yet, when one finally arrives at that place where
one believes he knows how to think, when one
stops encountering new thought processes, when the
studying of new subjects introduces no new
mechanisms in which the brain can delight, and
when one stops breaking ground through ways in
which one perceives and understands the world, then,
naturally, the mere accumulation of knowledge
acquired in familiar manners becomes boring and
tedious.
Students who believe themselves to have fallen
prey to senioritis should take heart for this reason,
for they are trailblazers in thought and spirit
It is enough for them to discover a new idea or
viewpoint; for them a known path is a dull one. It
is left to those brain-dead people who are incapable

of an original thought to beat and wear it to
senseless oblivion.
Seniors, as they begin their first interviews, are
sometimes shocked to find that how they did in
college is not viewed with as much importance as
the matter of how their college tuition was financed.
This leads me to my second point, which is that
sometimes senioritis is caused by a touch of reality,
so to speak.
This artificial collegiate world of ours tends to
totally envelope us in relative darkness, but once in

R.E. Jackson
a long while a ray of reality manages to find its way
into our lives.
This revelation allows us to see things in their
proper perspective, and it is logical that seniors
would be particularly susceptible to this, as they are
the ones who are the closest to the real world.
Again, straight-A seniors are shown to be
defective, as this understanding simply eclipses
them as they remain bent over their books, blindly
and naively believing that a good GPA is their sole
prerequisite necessary for landing that all-important
first job.
Perhaps a little less fantastic and more realistic

PREP for the BOARDS

Average seniors have been busily accumulating
knowledge for the past four to five years, and, like
normal human beings, are simply eager to begin
their career in which they can use this wealth of
information to help others as well as themselves.
In this light, students rigorously pursuing
graduate work are seen as selfish and self-centered,
and, quite possibly, the purpose of education has not
even begun to sink into their narrow, little minds.

GUEST COLUMNIST

RrN/fH MCP

cause of senioritis is the often heard "burnt-out"
excuse. I believe the underlying feeling here is
simply one of a filled mind, but an unfulfilled
destiny.

While realizing that there are probably a multitude
of other rationalizations for senioritis, it is hoped
that there are enough here to alleviate any guilty
feeling of the senior thus stricken.
Senioritis should be viewed as a normal, human
reaction to four years of college, and those afflicted
— for whatever reason — should not be looked
upon as lacking in spirit or motivation.
So, the next time a fine spring day tugs at your
heart with its promise of happiness, sunshine and
girls tanning topless on the dormitory lawns, go
ahead and skip. It may be the last real chance you
ever have to goof off and still have a plausible
reason for doing so!
R. E. Jackson is a senior finance major.

NN/HMCP

PHARMACOLOGY for the BOARDS

A Unique 2-Day Course...

A 1~Day Review...

• Place yourself in an "Exam-Think" mode.

• Gain clear understanding of drug classification
systems, facts and concepts.

• Learn test-taking strategies to help you choose the
right answer.
• Sharpen your skills in using the nursing process to
help you answer questions correctly.
• Costs are minimal compared to other courses.
• Takes less time than ordinary review courses.
• Money Back Guarantee and free textbook!

• Understand major actions, side effects and nursing
implications.
• Learn valuable memory and study aids that help
teach and clarify important and often-tested
concepts.
• Quickly define areas needing more attention so
that available study time is used most efficiently.

RN Magazine and The Medical College of Pennsylvania — leaders in the field of nursing education, are sponsoring the two courses for
graduating nurses. They will be offered in June 1989 in over 75 cities throughout the country. For more information call toll free
1-800 666-PREP or write RN/MCP, The NCLEX Advantage, PO Box 5692, Phila., PA 19129.
is a trademark of Medical Economics Company Inc

RN registered in the U S

Patent & Trademark Office

Course location: Blue Ridge Community College (Weyers Cave, VA) -June 5th & 6th (PREP FOR BOARDS)
and June 7th ( PHARMACOLOY). This event is sponsored by Rockingham Memorial Hospital ( Harrisonburg,
VA) and the Nursing Program at Blue Ridge.
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Don't be fooled by 'pro-death faction'
1 am pro-life.
Docs this mean that I firebomb abortion clinics
and brainwash pregnant girls who arc seeking
abortions? The pro-death movement would have you
believe 1 do, but they arc offering you falsehoods.
Being pro-life means that I believe in the absolute
necessity of preserving human life (and the next
generation) at all costs.
Pro-life means that no human has the right to
decide who lives or dies. The pro-death faction has
taken it upon themselves to make diis decision.
They would like us all to think that the fetus
(which was once a word synonymous with "unborn
child") is merely a "product of conception" with no
resemblance to you and me.
Then . . . kapow! A baby is born. (How did thai
happen from nothing?) It is ironic that, in nearly all
50 states, an abortion can legally be performed with
a physician's consent one day before birth, whereas
one day after birth the same thing would be
considered murder. Quite a strange legal twist, isn't
it?
The Supreme Court will decide April 26 on the
case of Webster v. Reproductive Health Services.
This could return complete legislative power to the
states (since the Supreme Court is not a legislative
body).
The pro-death movement would tell us that this
would cause women, in desperation, to seek
"back-alley" abortions.
However, even Planned Parenthood (one of the
largest abortion organizations) estimates that before
Roe v. Wade, 80 percent to 90 percent of illegal

In magazines like Glamour and Mademoiselle and
in Completely Pro-life by Ronald Sidcr, women arc
daring to speak out:

abortions were performed by licensed doctors, not
coathangers.
The lies purported by pro-death groups sound so
reasonable that you are at once sympathetic to the
oppressed and suffering women that are being denied
the right to choose.
However, it seems to me that if the groups such
as the National Organization for Women were really
concerned about suffering women, they would take
into account the great pain and suffering caused by
abortion.

I am angry at Bill ic Jean King and Gloria
Steincm and every woman who ever had
an abortion and didn't tell me about this
kind of pain. There is a conspiracy among
the sisterhood not to tell each other about
guilt and self-hatred and terror. Having an
abortion is not like having a wart removed
or your nails done or your hair cut, and
anyone who tells you it is is a liar or
worse. To decide to have an abortion is to
make a life and death decision. A part of
me is dying too.

GUEST COLUMNIST
Anne Husnian

To our shame, we, as pro-lifers, sal back and
watched the Supreme Court take away the most
basic human right — the right to life. Maybe we
thought that the whole idea was too ridiculous for it
lo be taken seriously by the Court.
But the issue is becoming increasingly serious.
We are no longer depending on the Supreme Court,
but on the voles and influence of those who have
made it a point to find out the whole truth about
abortion.
Don't be duped! The pro-death faction knows that
if yeu discover their distortions and lies, you might
agree that Roe v. Wade has come to the end of its
rope. We must regain our right to the truth to make
the right choice.
Anne Husnian is a senior history major.

Unfortunately, there is no such thing as a "safe"
abortion. Even the simplest form of abortion used
early in pregnancy (menstrual extraction) can cause
urinary tract infections, cervical trauma, peritonitis/
endomctritus (presence of uterus wall tissue where it
is not usually found), salpingitus (inflaming of
fallopian tubes), and sepsis (toxic condition
resulting from bacterial infection), any of which can
cause serious infection and, if untreated, death.
Planned Parenthood records also reveal that
one-third of the women who received abortions
complained of "pain" or "severe pain" at the time of
the procedure.

LIFESTYLES IB.

A survey <ii outstanding student lifestyles.
Plans include detailed study <>t Pool, Tennis and Basketball courts, complete Weight and Fitness (lente
Community Room lot parties plus private Patio or Deck.
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Stop selling pornography at Mr. Chips
The profit Mr. Chips makes from the treatment of
women as sexual objects is a disgusting fact that
inflicts embarrassment on us all, leaving the student
body morally naked with its pants around its ankles
and its values cast aside.
The selling of Playboy, Penthouse and Hot Talk at
Mr. Chips violates the sanctity, sacrcdness and purity
of not just the females pictured, but every female.
It cannot be denied that when a naked female body
is pinned up, gawked at, made fun of, and, at times,
spit at with a sadistic laugh, every female is degraded
in the worst kind of way.
A fact readily admitted by the buyer of this trash is
that he treats women purely as sexual objects and
buys the magazines with the intent of treating them
in such a fashion to stimulate and satisfy his
instinctual and natural needs (Is there any other reason
for gaping at images of naked women with their legs
up in the air?).
I would venture to say that if there were no law
prohibiting rape, the hands of these closet queens
would be on the flesh of the women they desire,
instead of on their own.
The offensive, rude and ugly behavior generated by
these magazines in promoting the degradation of
women is merely the protruding nipple of sexual
discrimination and sexual harassment that the closet
queens try to hide and suck at the same time.
The desire-ridden minds of these perverted
chauvinist pigs have a way to secure their continued
violation of the female body and stand tall and erect
with their defenses of freedom of choice, freedom of
expression and freedom of press.

Nobody can deny even the scum of America's
sewers their American rights. These poor excuses for
men must be given their right to buy these
magazines, even if it perpetuates and propagates the
unequal treatment women will inevitably receive.
Although the law says we cannot rid our country of
the printing and production of these magazines, there
is no law that says we have to sell them. If it is our
choice, as a university, to stop the sale of these
disgusting and detrimental magazines, then we
simply do not have to sell them.

t

INJUSTICE
Sven Johnson

The moral American here at JMU has equal right
and equal power to choose not to sponsor and support
this treatment of women, as does the sick human
being who defends his freedom of choice while his
tongue is stuck to the centerfold.
In much softer terms: if you believe that these
magazines contribute to the degradation of women,
are in poor taste and create an image you don't want
JMU to have, then the decision lies with you. Must a
few sick minded perverts trample the reputation of
our university?
Once again: the law protects the right to produce,
buy and sell these magazines. It grants them the right
to exist, but that does not mean we have to buy them

or sell them (and make a profit) at our university
store.
Let us make a gesture that we do not condone this
kind of treatment of women by getting the magazines
out of the store. If people want to buy them, let them
do it somewhere else.
Treatment of women as sexual objects is a problem
not only of the university but of the nation.
Although wc alone cannot clean up the nation, we
can clean up our university.
In a recent SGA survey I conducted of 100 females,
62.7 percent surveyed felt that the selling of these
magazines contributed to sexual discrimination and
although only 9 percent had actually been victims of
sexual discrimination, everybody surveyed fell they
would encounter sexual discrimination in the future.
The feeling here is that women know best about
their own situations, and they all believe that sexual
discrimination is something they will inevitably
encounter.
An overwhelming majority felt the magazines we
support as a university are contributing to the
problem of sexual discrimination.
As a male I must listen to what they are saying and
take it to heart, for none of us males can ever really
know the experiences of a female.
We must listen and then take whatever action is
needed, else we risk the greatest evil: apathetic
silence.
The grave injustice of sexual discrimination is
something every female will encounter, and we do
not have to propagate it.
Sven Johnson is a freshman philosophy major.
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Dancing fe<
By Mary Michalski
staff writer

Uncertainty paints their facial expressions as they
listen to his instructions. Around the edges of the
room, bodies in a contorted mass wait to hear their
names called. Wrapped in multi-colored leotards,
tights, tanks and sweats, they sprawl their bodies onto
the floor, stretching their tired muscles.
He calls their names and they line up in front of him.
One by one, each dancer steps forward. Some barely
whisper a name, quickly turn and walk away. Others
boldly introduce themselves, complete a double
pirouette turn and strike a confident pose.
"This happens all of the time at auditions," says Jay
Tramel, a 1982 JMU graduate and professional dancer
in New York City, as he observes the line of dancers.
Tramel created a mock Broadway audition for an
intermediate jazz dance class in Godwin Hall during
the Festival of the Arts week, "JMU Loves New
York," March 19-23.
Tramel taught an audition piece from the hit
Broadway musical "Cats," in which he was the
national tour dance captain from 1987-88. As the
dance captain, Tramel was responsible for teaching
and maintaining the choreography of the show.
Before dancing his way to Broadway, the
28-year-old native Virginian graduated with a BFA in
graphic design. Although he has not practiced his art
career per se, Tramel says, "Visually I've used the art
training every day. It's helped my eye a great deal.
I've dance captained a lot of stuff, and you have to
have a very quick eye."
While pursuing an undergraduate art degree, Tramel
danced in the folk and modern dance ensembles. He
also spent three summers dancing at Busch Gardens in
Williamsburg.
But Tramel says, "I really didn't figure I was going
to be a dancer until quite late."
He had never danced before college. During high
school, however, he was a competitive gymnast. "That
really trained my body. I knew I didn't want to be on
the gymnastics team when I got to college. But I
needed some kind of outlet," Tramel recalls.
"I just kind of fell into the dancing," he adds. "It
came very natural to me."
Dr. Thomas H. Arthur, head of the department of
theatre and dance, remembers when Tramel first
danced at JMU. "He was remarkable," Arthur says. "It
was like lightning struck. He made the hackles on your
neck stand up."
After graduating in May 1982, Tramel says he spent
one last summer at Busch Gardens, before moving to
New York "about as blind and dumb as you can get. I
didn't really know what was going to happen."
All he knew was he could never work in the
corporate field. "I couldn't work for Time magazine
laying out three-color grids. But it was something to
fall back on."
Luckily, Tramel never had to open his sketch pad.
After only two days in the Big Apple, he landed a
dance job ... not a glamorous one, but a job
nonetheless. "It was a horrible job with a maniac
man," he remembers, "and the pay was bad."
The downfalls did not stop Tramel. "It's really a
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FOCUS
©t: Graduate creates a mock Broadway audition
love/hate relationship in New York, and it changes
every five seconds. Sometimes it's awful, but you
can't let it take advantage of you." •
At one time, Tramel went six months without a job.
"You hit some dry spots," he says. "When you're
working, you can feel like it's the last job you'll ever
get and when you're not working you can feel like
you'll never get another job."
Tramel tries to avoid a negative attitude. "You either
live by the courage of your conviction, or you give up
and do something else."
Never giving up, Tramel says, "I worked like a
demon. 1 was in class a lot and fortunately my body
would absorb it."
In 1985 this dedication and hard work paid off with
his first real break in New York. He got the dance
captain job for the national tour of Rodgers and
Hammerstein's "South Pacific." Tramel says, "It
spurred my career."
His professional career has spun Tramel around the
globe, touring Southeast Asia, Canada and the United
States. Traveling has been the most exciting aspect of
show business for Tramel, yet he frankly admits it
does grow tiresome. With "Cats," Tramel spent an
entire 18 months on the road.
"I missed home, sleeping in my own bed, washing
my own sheets and not having to go out to dinner," he
says.
Besides being homesick, "Five shows in three days
is hard...and the seventh show is hellish," Tramel
exclaims.

But Tramel claims he would do it all over again "in a
heartbeat."
"I sell my heart and soul to it," he admits. "If it
weren't a passion I wouldn't do it."
This passion sometimes boils over in frustration
when Tramel has to refute the "bad rap" he gets as a
dancer.
"Show business is a business world like anything
else. I'm a self-employed business man. I am my own
business. You have to market yourself, find a buyer
and make changes in the product if they don't like it. I
realize how to put together a package and market
myself."
Tramel knows what it takes to succeed. "You can't
just be a dancer ... an actor... or a singer ... You
have to be a triple threat. I make my money as an
dancer, my strongest point, but you have to back it up
with everything else."
Perhaps versatility is Tramel's key to success in New
York. Besides dancing, singing and acting, he
performs a variety of circus-style acts as a juggler,
stilt-walker and unicyclist.
"Risky things were always attractive to me. I was
always having a bike wreck or falling off the jungle
gym."
Unusual talents have been "an ace in the hole" for the
the 5-foot-11-inch, 167-pound performer. "It's like
having a trump card. And it really does get down to it
in New York. If you can say, well I can do that and
nobody else can, it can get you the show."
Extra pizzazz has brought Tramel more than parts in

Jay Tramel, a 1982 JMU graduate, creates a mock Broadway audition for an intermediate jazz dance
class in Godwin Hall during the Festival of Arts week, "JMU Loves New York." Tramel was the national
tour dance captain from 1987-88 for the Broadway musical "Cats."

musical shows. In 1986, he made a bow on the
Metropolitan Opera House stage, as a member of the
Metropolitan ballet. He also has appeared on television
in the Macy's Day Parade and on "P.M. Magazine."
Just recently he even made his first national television
commercial for the "I Love New York" tourism
industry.
Lately, Tramel's career has pulled him towards
choreography. He currently is choreographing an
operetta, "The Most Happy Fella," for the Montclaire
Operetta Company in New Jersey.
But eventually, like all the others, this show will
close too. The immediate bond that once linked the cast
together as a family will be broken. "When the show
closes," Tramel says, clapping his hands together
abruptly, "you never see them again."
With the final curtain call, Tramel's dancing feet will
have to move on.
Accustomed to the transient lifestyle, Tramel says he
will "take it as it comes."
"If the golden opportunity of my life comes in
Omaha, I guess I'd have to go," Tramel reflects. "But
I hope it won't happen in Omaha!"

photos by Lawrence Jackson
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'Vaxnerds': Creative culture on a computer
By Andrew Wyatt
staff writer

"Vaxncrds." They've been called a curiosity.
They've also been called a phenomenon. More
accurately, vaxnerds are a large group of students
who use the campus Vax computers heavily.
Vaxnerds. What are they like? T think there is the
thick glasses, greasy hair perception,1' says Stin
Lenkerd, associate director of academic computing
services. But Lenkerd adds this perception is
inaccurate.
Computer operator Pat Widcncr, a senior, says,
"Wc arc a big melting pot." Vaxnerds are diverse
people with varied social backgrounds, representing
nearly every major on campus.
Vaxnerds live in a vaxculture called "Vaxland," a
community created from about 80 computer
terminals connected by a direct line to two central
computers in the basement of Miller.
But Vaxland isn't confined just to the Vax
computer terminals on the JMU campus. The
computer can talk with students across the United
States and even in other countries. One discussion
about the "Star Trek" television series involved over
400 students from six countries.
This is possible through another means of
communication, "Bitnet." One student describes
Bitnet as a "big computer C.B. radio."
The core of Vaxland rests on the Vax bulletin
board, which "is like any other bulletin board where
you post notices," says junior Todd Karminski, a
computer help desk worker. "It's just on the
computer."

Staff graphic by MARSH CUTTINO

Vaxers post messages in categories similar to a
newspaper's classified ads section, such as lost and
found and personals. Categories such as discussion
forums also exist. One student says, "The existence
of God is a hot topic on the Vax."
Even a short story category is now on the Vax
bulletin board. Currently there is a long-running
medieval story on the Vax involving contributions
from 25 students. The story ran 150 pages when
printed ouL
Yet the most popular bulletin board category is
called "Chatter," where as junior Brad Graham
simply puts it, "We chat."
Freshman Kerry Doto adds, "Chatter is our

Virginia Rider
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You provide motorcycle and safety equipment.
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hangout."
Vaxland is a hangout for students. Lenkerd likened
the Vax subculture to a "24-hour nightclub." He
says, "[Vaxland] is a defined social group where a
lot of flirting goes on."
And flirting on the Vax is easier than the real
thing. Widener says, "On the computer, all you arc
is a name. We are all equal in the eyes of the
computer." On the Vax, students can remain
anonymous.
Because of this, Widener finds it easy to say "I
want to nibble on your thighs" to a girl.
In Maine, there is even a computer user sex list.
Much like phone sex, a Vax user can have "Bitnet
Sex." One vaxer says, "[Bitnet Sex] can get pretty
literal, but no one wears a condom to the
computer."
Vaxland, as a culture, even has its own language
— of sorts. Actually, Vaxnerds have found a way of
expressing emotion on a computer. For example,
typing in upper case letters is SHOUTING.
More endeared emotions can be conveyed also.
One student actually hugs another by typing
"♦Hug.*"
Although many students concede that interaction
with other users is easier on a computer since a user
can remain unseen, being a part of Vaxland doesn't
limit interaction only to the computer. Vaxnerds add
that when they meet people on the Vax, they want
to meet them in person.
Widener says "We drink and have a good time" at
the Vaxnerds' weekly daiquiri parties.
"I like being part of the community. I like the
people," he adds.

•
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Group promotes smart drinking
By Noelle Reese
staff writer

What arc you doing this Friday night?
Going to another keg party? The
popular opinion seems to be that
alcohol must be present in order to
make a party fun.
Providing alcohol education and
creative alternatives for parties are goals
of BACCHUS, a national organization
that promotes student development by
teaching positive attitudes toward
responsible drinking. The group's name
derives from its purpose — "Boost
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students."
The BACCHUS philosophy is that
students can play a uniquely effective
role — unmatched by professional
educators in encouraging their peers to
consider, talk honestly about, and
develop responsible habits and attitudes
toward the use or non-use of alcoholic
beverages.
In its first year at JMU, BACCHUS
hopes to target greek leaders and
resident advisers to help with
programming for the rest of the
campus.
BACCHUS began at JMU last

November following the National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week. A
group of interested students organized a
chapter with the assistance of Karen
Stewart, BACCHUS area consultant
and assistant director of the Village
area, and Marsha Mays, Wellness
Coordinator for the Health Center.
BACCHUS received official
university recognition in early March
and already has implemented programs
such as a Safe Spring Break postcard
sale and a T-shirt sale at the Wellness
Fair.
The JMU chapter's goal is addressing
the needs and problems associated with
the use and misuse of beverage alcohol
products. The higher legal drinking age
has pushed student drinking outside of
schools' normal influence and control.
Higher education's increasing pressure
to remove alcohol from and eliminate
consumption on campus also decreased
universities' control over drinking.
BACCHUS fosters positive attitudes
while providing educational material to
help students develop an awareness of
alcohol issues. If you are interested in
learning more about BACCHUS please
write Box 4814 or contact Nocllc
Reese, club president.

Theatres, 7:15 p.m., 9:15 p.m.
Dream Team (PG-13) — Valley Mall
Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30
p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m., 9:40 p.m.
Rain Man (R) — Valley Mall Loews
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4 p.m., 7 p.m.,
9:30 p.m.
Dangerous Liaisons (R) — Loews
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30
p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
Fletch Lives (PG) — Loews
Theatres, 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m., 9:30 p.m.
Chances Are (PG) — Loews
Theatres, 3:30 p.m., 5:35 p.m., 7:40
p.m., 9:45 p m.

THURSDAY

2001 Space Odyssey (NR)
— Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m.,
9:30 p.m.
Rain Man (R) — Valley Mall Loews
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4 p.m., 7 p.m..
9:30 p.m.
Sing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Loews
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m, 5:30
p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
The Rescuers (G) — Valley Mall
Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30
p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7 p.m.
976-EVIL (R) — Valley Mall Loews
Theatres, 9:30 p.m.
Fletch Lives (PG) — Valley Mall
Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30
p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:45 p.m., 9:45 p.m.
Skin Deep (R) — Loews Theatres,
3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:30
p.m.
Troop Beverly Hills (PG) — Loews
Theatres, 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m., 9:30 p.m.
Chances Are (PG) — Loews
Theatres, 3:30 p.m., 5:35 p.m., 7:40
p.m., 9:45 p.m.
.

FRIDAY
The Accused (R) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
The Rescuers (G) — Valley Mall
Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30
p.m., 5:30 p.m.
Major League (R) — Valley Mall
Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30
p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
Sing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Loews

SATURDAY
The Accused (R) — Grafton-Stoval!
Theatre, 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
The Rescuers (G) — Valley Mall
Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30
p.m., 5:30 p.m.
Sing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Loews
Theatres, 7:15 p.m., 9:15 p.m.
Major League (R) — Valley Mall
Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30
p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
Dangerous Liaisons (R) — Loews
Theatres, 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m.,
7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
Fletch Lives (PG) — Loews
Theatres, 3:30 p.m., 7 p.m., 9:15
p.m.
Chances Are (PG-13) — Loews
Theatres, 3:30 p.m., 5:35 p.m., 7:40
p.m., 9:45 p.m.
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Basement Clearing Sale
April 6th, 7th, and 8th
Large selection of Office Supplies Up to 75% Off
Select Group of Textbooks
99* to *2.99

SYMPHONYPQPS
SALUTE TO LEONARD

BERNSTEIN
George Manahan. Music Director

Mann Alsop Assistant Conductc

Join the Symphony Pops for a tribute to the man w*>o"s
become an American legend...Leonard Bernstein' Hear
selections from "West Side Story," "On the Town,"
"Candide" and more1
Featuring five superb
vocalists

Everything Must Go To Make Room For New Merchandise.
1820 South Main Street

434-3611

James Madison University

A Well Done
Sirloin At A
Rare Price
Two Top Sirloin Dinners, Only $9.99

C5

Where The Extras Don't Cost Extra*
829 E. Market St., Harrisonburg

pcoming
Graduates
LET US KEEP
N TOUGH
m:i\

——

Offer includes a tender, charbroiled Top Sirloin steak, your choice of
potato, plus our all-you-can-eat FRESHTASTIKS Food Bar, featuring
fresh salads, soups, breads, desserts and more. Coupon good only at
participating BONANZA Family Restaurants.
Otter expires Apr, 30 989
gQ^^I^

Friday, April 14
8 p.m. Wilson Hall

3=5* CHARGE BY PHONE JMU-7000

Odds & Ends Office Furniture • QF and Herman Miller
Parts, chair mates, storage cabinets, file pedestal
units, tables, etc.
Retail displays - counter units, peg board, carpet blocks,
Butler shelving.
Used tools, retail signage, carpeting tables, etc.

Subscribe to!
The Breeze
ALL 54 ISSUES:
ONLY $25 BUCKS!!
Mail payment to:

Breeze Subscriptions
Anthony-Seeger Hall JMU
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Subscriptions are mailed third class.
We apologize for delay in out of state delivery.

434-1278

COMMUTERS,
the COMMUTER
STUDENT COUNCIL
wants you!
The Commuter Student Council has the
following coordinator positions for the
1989-90 year:
Social

Housing
Publicity
Intramurals
Office Manager
Community Service
Transfer to Transfer
Commuter Programs
For more information, attend the reception in the
Commuter Lounge of the WCC on Tuesday April 11th
from 2 - 4 pm or you may pick up an application
in the CSC Office beginning Monday, April 10th.
If you have any question, call
CSC at 568-6259
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SPORTS
Dukes lead, then lose 7-6 to UVa
By Geoff Broughton
Bflfl writer

The JMU baseball team blew a
three-run lead in the eighth inning
Wednesday afternoon and wound up
losing to the Virginia Cavaliers 7-6 in
10 innings. The loss was the Dukes'
fifth straight and dropped them to 19-12
on the season. Virginia is now 10-4-2.
The Dukes led 6-3 going into the
eighth behind starting pitcher Dana
Allison (3-1). Allison, who was hit in
the foot by a line drive in the seventh,
retired the first batter of the inning, but
then allowed the next three hitters to
:h base — two on singles, the other
on an error by third-baseman Doug
Harris.
Coach Brad Babcock, sensing that
Allison's foot was bothering him,
brought in lefthander Rich Ryan (3-2)
from the bullpen with the bases full.
Ryan gave up "a two-run single to
UVa righlfielder Doug Johns
(one-for-four, three RBI's), to make the
score 6-5. Babcock then went to

righthander Alvin Allen (2-2).
Allen promptly struck out the next
batter, but a wild pitch to JMU catcher
Sam Rose sent the Cavalier baserunncrs
running. Rose's throw down to third
bounced away from Harris, allowing the
lead runner to tie the score.
Both teams failed to score in the
ninth, forcing the extra inning.
Centerfielder Steve Kughn
(three-for-five, 2 runs) led off the tenth
for UVa with a single. He then stole
second and advanced to third on
designated hitter Keith Lee's ground out
to second. Kughn scored on Johns'
sacrifice fly to right, giving the
Cavaliers a 7-6 lead.
UVa reliever Kevin Stock (1-1) retired
the JMU batters in order in the bottom
half of the tenth to secure the victory.
"I'd much rather lose like we did today
than the way we've lost in the last few
days," Babcock said. "Today we played
hard, we just came up short."
The Dukes scored two in the first off
UVa ace David Sammons (3-1). Rose
walked, stole second and scored on Kurt

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
UVa's Matt Shubert puts tag on Robbie Crabill.

second on a wild pitch. Johnson once
again came through with some timely
hitting and brought Schwartz in with a
single, tying the game at 3-3.
"I think for the first time in a while
we went out and fought hard the whole
game," Rose said. "If we play like we
played today for the rest of the year, I
think we're going to do much better."
In the bottom of the sixth the Dukes
rallied for three more runs. Robbie
Crabill led off with a bloop-double
down the left-field line. He advanced to
third on Rolsch Cooper's single and
scored on a wild pitch from Sammons.
Cooper, who advanced to second on
the play, scored on Rose's single to
JMU tied the score in the bottom of left. Rose then stole his second base of
the inning when Steve Schwartz reached the day and scored on a single to center
first on a fielder's choice and took by Schwartz.

Johnson's RBI single. Johnson went
three-for-five on the afternoon with two
RBIs.
Johnson advanced on Dwight Rowe's
groundout and ended up scoring on Matt
Lasher's double.
UVa got a run in the third on Tony
Meola's homerun over the centerficld
fence. The Cavaliers added another in
the fourth on a double by centerfielder
Kughn. Kughn advanced to third on
Keith Lee's fly to right and scored on
Doug Johns' infield single.
In the fifth inning, UVa took a 3-2
lead on first baseman Chris Lindner's
homerun to left field.
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
Sam Rose swipes one of his two bases on the day.

Gymnast finds fun, success at JMU
By Matt Wasniewskl
assistant sports editor

Erin Williams has tasted success in
gymnastics ever since she first became
interested in the sport as a third-grader.
Despite the accolades she has acquired
after years of tumbling, she says she
never really enjoyed the sport until she
came to JMU.

[fun] wasn't any part of gymnastics,"
Williams said. "You had to give up
everything in your life for gymansucs.
I missed all the dances in high school.
Even your family would come second
and then academics. That's the way the
coaches wanted it. Gymnastics never
used to be fun for me."

Based on the results, the change from
club gymnastics to collegiate
"Here it's really important that you gymnastics has done Williams a world
have fun, but in the gym I came from of good.

In her freshman year at JMU, the performances qualified her for last
Deer Lakes, Pa. native has risen to the weekend's NCAA Southeast Region
forefront of the women's gymnastics Championships at the University of
team. She paced the team throughout Kentucky. She placed 24th in the
the season in the all-around competition all-around (35.75) and added strong
performances on the vault (9.0) and the
and in her specialty, the floor exercise. floor exercise (9.1). Williams became
In a meet against William and Mary, only the third gymnast in JMU history
Williams took first in the floor exercise to qualify for the NCAA regional meet.
with a 9.5. The score, a school record,
"I think the gymnasts really need to
broke the previous record of 9.45 that enjoy themselves to have their heart in
she had set only weeks earlier. She also the sport," JMU head coach Scott
now holds the record for the all-around Gaulhier said. "You can see a difference
competition.
when someone really enjoys what
William's

regular-season

See WILLIAMS page 22>
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'Puzzling' season for lacrosse team
By John R. Craig
staff writer

Putting together a jigsaw puzzle can be
frustrating. But when there arc pieces missing, it
makes it that much more difficult to complete.
The same holds true for the JMU women's
lacrosse team, which after finishing 11-5 last year
and being ranked second nationally at one time, is
1-5 overall and working on putting the pieces
together.
"Frustration's probably a good word for the way
things have been going so far this season," team
co-captain PJ. Baer said. "Our record really doesn't
reflect the talent that we have, especially coming
off a year like we had last year.
"It's difficult ... I think we are as good if not

better than a lot of teams that we lost to," Baer
said. "We've had trouble. Something's been
missing, and it's been hard to pinpoint it."
The Dukes lost their opener at Penn Slate 18-8,
then came home and fell three times in five days,
including an 8-7 loss to South Atlantic Conference
rival Old Dominion, despite out-shooting the
Monarchs by five.
Head coach Dee McDonough has had to rebuild a
team that lost three key players to graduation and
three more to academics.
"They've probably worked harder this spring than
any team we've ever had," McDonough said. "I
mean they're in better shape and they work together
really well.
"We anticipated that we were going to have a

hard road this year. We knew that we would have
to have the offense really perform above
expectations, and defensively I think we're playing
well."
A victory finally came last Thursday when the
Dukes beat Loyola (Md.) 8-4.
"The monkey's off our back," McDonough said.
"The thing that was different about the Loyola
game was that we played two good halves of
lacrosse, and we haven't done that. We've either
played the first or the second half. We thought we
kind of turned the corner against Loyola."
Two days later, however, Maryland trounced
JMU 8-2.
"When we get pressed or we get behind, we
See LACROSSE page 24V

Williams
realizes how important other aspects of
your life are and that your're not going
to be doing this for the rest of your
life."
Gauthier began to recruit Williams
after she sent him a videotape of her
performances and included a letter
stating she was interested in JMU.
Gauthier was impressed with what he
saw.

> (Continued from page 21)

they're doing; their motivation level
goes up."
Several weeks prior to the NCAA
meet, Williams competed with
teammate Kclli Westfall in the Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference
Championships, where she finished
17th overall (35.35) and seventh in the
floor exercise (9.35).
Williams, who had become interested
in the sport through ballet and

"I could see that she had a very good
technique," Gauthier said. "She really
wanted to come here because she turned
down a full ride to Pitt. She came down

acrobatics, joined a gymnastics club,
and at age nine won the Class III club
gymnastics state championships.

and visited . . . that's the real key,
because if you can get them to come
down here they really like it."
According to Gauthier, Williams has
had an immediate impact on the team
and has influenced her teammates with
her work habits.
"She's got a real good attitude in the
gym . . . she's a smart gymnast too,"
Gauthier said. "I think she helps
motivate the people around her."
Gauthier feels that with the addition
of a couple good recruits, Williams
may be further motivated. A realistic
goal, Gauthier said, was for his young
star to win the state title in the
all-around. This season she finished
second.

The club gymnastics are based on
skill level — Class III being the lowest
level of competition. Williams skipped
Class II, the intermediate division, and
moved to Class I at the age of 12,
where she competed for five years. At
that time, she competed against
gymnasts from the elite division. The
elite arc the top 150 gymnasts in the
country, from whom the Olympic team
is drawn.
"I used to compete against Mary Lou
Retton when she was young and
couldn't control her energy very well,"
Williams said. "I also competed in the
Peach Tree Classic in Atlanta against
Brandy Johnson [1988 U.S. Olympic
gymnast]. Most of my competitions in
Class I were against elites."
Williams also travelled to Montreal
three times to compete in an
international meet that attracted top
gymnasts from around the world. The
competitors included the Canadian Pan
American team.
Staff photo by FRED NORTH

William's high school had no Gymnast Erin Williams practices her work on the balance beam.
gymnastics team, so it was through
club gymnastics that colleges
approached her and offered her and the JMU program. Williams ended
recruited me that understood that
scholarships. She was recruited heavily up taking a smaller scholarship at academics comes before gymnastics —
by Pitt, Cornell, West Virginia and JMU, opting for a good gymnastics
a lot of coaches say they do but after
Vermont. But after a visit to JMU, she atmosphere over a large scholarship.
you talk to the gymnasts you find that
was most impressed by coach Gauthier
"Scott was one of the few people who they don't," Williams said. "Scott

Williams won't blow her own horn,
and even giggles when asked if
competiting in the NCAA gymnastics
finals might be one of her goals. She's
reluctant to admit she's had a big
impact on this year's team. But the
team's 7-5 record and new team scoring
marks prove that she has. Still,
William's goals remain simple and
team-oriented.
"I want to keep improving and just
go out and have a good time doing it,
because that's what it's all about,"
Williams said. "Here everyone pulls for
each other so much, and we work
together very well. I just want to go
out and do it for the team."
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Bleacher etiquette: do's and don'ts
As baseball fans everywhere
enjoy the annual rebirth of our
national pastime this spring,
baseball is taking its hard knocks.
Womanizing, excessive drinking
and gambling have grabbed the
sports headlines during spring
training. Not even the baseball
elite have been spared.
Pete Rose, the epitome of
baseball, may have hustled more
than a couple extra bases. He
could be banned from baseball

BASEBALL CHATTER
Matt Wasniewski
for life and despite being the all-time hits leader, may never be
allowed into the Hall of Fame.
Wade Boggs took more than his
hitting show on the road. What's
worse, he can't stop talking about
Margo. As a result, Boston wants
get rid of the greatest hitter of
)ur time.
As disillusioned fans head out
(to the ballparks, it seems that the
fun of just sitting in the ballpark
Eon a warm weekend afternoon
has been forgotten. Maybe it's
[time to step back and realize that
baseball is really all about the
! fans who hold a true love for the
game.
Whether at a little league game
or at Memorial Stadium these
simple rules will help weed out
the "diehard fanatics" in the
baseball stands from the
"Johnny-come-lately" fans.

• Watch games where the players
have grass under their feet and blue sky
over their capped heads.
• Think domes and turf are a freak of
architecture/science.
• Don't do the wave.
• Don't leave their scats except to
stretch a bit in the seventh inning.
They send someone else to buy hot
dogs and drinks.
• Know that come mid-June the Cubs
will fade and in mid-Scpicmbcr the
Bosox will choke. And still root for
them anyway.
• Let the grass grow long because
they're always at the ballpark.
• Hate Steve Garvey.
• Can tell time by the shadows
moving over the infield.
• Don't need a team mascot. Who
needs to hire a jester in an animal suit?
Isn't watching the Braves or Mariners
funny enough?
• Bring life-size voodoo dolls of the
most hated opponents [like Steve
Garvey] to the ballpark.
• Arrive in time to watch batting
practice.
• Sing "Take Me Out to the Ball
Game."
• Cheer if the other team makes a
spectacular play.
• Scoff at batting averages under .300
and ERA'S over 3.00.
• Stand for the National Anthem.

• Gel jittery when they haven't read
the sports page for two consecutive
days.
• Chew sunflower seeds in the shell.
• Play catch with the outfielders
during warmups.

far more effective than a pulled
hamstring. At Wriglcy there's even a
Bleacher Preacher, whose sole purpose
is to convert wayward baseball souls —
especially (hose wearing Cardinals caps.
[Sorry K]

• Know that despite all their
irrelevancics and absurdities Jim
Palmer, Al Michaels and Tim
McCarver are the staple of TV baseball.
• Think that Howard Coscll should
team up with CBS' Brent Musburger in
'90 to call baseball games. That way
one announcer could talk about himself
and the other could call plays that
haven't happened yet.

Johnny-come-Iately's
• Think a 6-4-3 combo is the Lucky
Three draw for the state lottery.
• Think Harry Caray is another name
for the Japanese kamikazi pilots.
• Think 'Monday Night' is league
bowling night.
• Need Ihe super slo-mo
rcvcrsed-anglc instant replay.
• Would enjoy a game at the
Metrodome or under, the lights at
Wrigley.
• Cheer when ihe organist plays
"Charge!"

• Know thai ihc best hot dogs are in
Yankee Stadium in late September,
where they've been silting in the
cooking pots since Opening Day. Just
right...
• Think Opening Day should be a
religious holiday, maybe even supplant
Easier.
• Take an cxlra 20 minutes to scan
ihe batting averages in the Sunday
paper.

• Like Steve Garvey.
• Wave lowels, banners, pennants and
other various objects that block the
view of the game.
• Need to be told that it's Opening
Day.

• As Ed Winner once wrote: "Root
for teams north of the Mason-Dixon
line, east of the Mississippi and south
of the Canadian border."
• Think Mecca is a place in ihe
Northside neighborhood of Lakeview,
Chicago.
• Are infectiously superstitious and
believe that a hex on a glove or bat is

• Don't know who Steve Ontiveros,
Randy Hundley and Jose Cardenal are.
• Assume that "around the horn" has
something to do with with the New
York Philharmonic.
• Bring gloves to the ballpark. Real
fans know there's an art to catching a
foul ball in one hand while holding
your drink in the other.

Diehard fanatics
• Sit in the bleachers and subscribe to
Bill Veeck's credo: "I have discovered in
20 years of moving around a ballpark
that the knowledge of the game is
usually in inverse proportion to the
price of the seats."
• Stay till the last out.
• Drink Old Style Beer out of paper
cups.
• Throw the other team's homerun
balls back onto the field.
• Appreciate the beauty of a
well-turned doublcplay and the spectacle
of an opposite-field homerun.
• Can tell the players without a
scorecard.

Staff graphic by ESSEN DALEY

Sportstip? Call Stephanie atx6709!

r
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wm©fh
(upcoming events in JMU sports)

BASEBALL
Today —JMU at VMI [Lexington],
3 p.m.
Saturday — George Mason at JMU
(DH), 1 p.m.
Sunday — George Mason at JMU,
1 p.m.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Today — Richmond at JMU, 3:30
p.m.

MEN'S TENNIS
Friday — JMU at Virginia Tech
[Blacksburg], 2 p.m.
Saturday — East Carolina at JMU,
10 a.m.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Friday — JMU at Maryland
[College Park, Md.j, 2:30 p.m.

MEN'S GYMNASTICS
Saturday — JMU in Virginia State
Championships [Radford]

WOMEN'S GOLF
Friday-Sunday — JMU in North
Carolina Wilmington Tournament
[Wimington, N.C.]

Sunday — JMU varsity vs. Boston
College [Charlottesville], 1 p.m.

Saturday — George Mason at
JMU, 1 p.m.

Sunday — Georgetown at JMU, 1
p.m.

ARCHERY
Saturday — JMU in Manassas 600
[Manassas], 1:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
Saturday — JMU vs. VMI, UVa and
William and Mary [Lexington]

MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
Saturday — JMU vs. VMI, UVa and
William and Mary [Lexington]

r'mwjpfw"*

Golf team ninth of 19
The men's golf team finished ninth of
19 teams in the Kingsmill/William and
Mary Invitational at the Kingsmill
Country Club course in Williamsburg.
Kevin South led the team with a total
of 76-77 —153 for the two day event.

Women's golf team
12th in Duke tourney
The women's golf team placed 12th
of 19 teams in the Duke Invitational
Tournament March 31-April 1 in
Durham, N.C.
North Carolina won the team title
with a three-day total of 905. JMU

finished with a 967 team total, one
stroke behind 10th place South
Carolina.
JMU's top finisher was sophomore
Shannon Hanley, who shot an 81-77-76
— 234.

Tennis team wins two
The women's tennis team won two of
three matches last weekend in a trip to
University Park, Pa. The Dukes
defeated Rutgers 5-4 Saturday and Pcnn
State 5-4 Sunday. JMU lost 8-1 to
William and Mary Saturday.
Sophomore Justine Higgins and
freshman Danielo Pino led JMU in
singles for the weekend with 2-1

Registration forms are available at the
records. The number-two doubles team
of Stephanie Baker and Wendy Gross Warrren Campus Center information
also had a 2-1 record.
desk and the Military Science
Department. For further information
The Dukes, now 12-4, were scheduled contact the Military Science
to play Virginia Wednesday, but were Deapartment at x6264.
rained out. They face Maryland Friday
tennis team
and wind up dual-match play with home Men's
wins
two
in Richmond
matches Saturday against George
Mason and Sunday against Georgetown.
The men's tennis team won two

ROTC will sponsor
5K/10K Gold Bar Run
The ROTC program is sponsoring its
annual 5K/10K Gold Bar Run Saturday,
April 22. All proceeds will benefit the
Special Olympics. The race begins 9
a.m. at the Godwin Hall field.

matches in a trip to Richmond April
3-4.
The team defeated Virginia
Commonwealth University 5-1
Monday, then downed Richmond 5-4
Tuesday. The team's record is now 9-5.
Matt Goetz and Lee Bell won both of
their singles matches.

Lacrosse
> (Continued from page 22)

panic," McDonough said. "We don't have the one
person that takes the ball and says, 'No, we're just
going to set it up and start over.' That's what really
happened to us at Maryland. They got a couple of
quick goals, and the whole game plan changed.
You could just see the panic set in on the field, we
were behind and we had to catch up."
The Dukes are trying to pick up where last year's
three top seniors — Diane Buch, Kim Stark and
goalie Joy Jones — left off.
"More than the scoring, a lot of times it's the
experience," McDonough said. "Most of the people
playing now played with that group for three
years."
The blend of new and old players has caused an
unfamiliarity on the field, and both coach and
players agree that it will take time.
"When you play with someone for a long time
you can put the ball somewhere and know they're
going to get it," McDonough said. "You make that
assumption a lot of times with new players and it's
a whole learning process that we're going through
at this point."
Buch left as a two-time All-American and JMU's
all-time leading scorer with 139 goals and 39
assists. Jones tallied the most saves in a season

».«

and set a JMU single-season record of 5.3
goals-against last season. Stark ranks fourth on
JMU's all-time scoring list and was a four-year
starter.
"It's giving us an opportunity to have a more
balanced offense, although I guess we're not really
showing that," Baer said of the loss of the three.
"You can't just focus on one single player like
Diane Buch for instance. Now [opponents] have to
be worried about the [whole team]. Everyone of the
players is capable of being a threat now."
Three other players in and out of the line-up last
year — Chris Luke, Jody Allebach and Jenny
Heslin — left the team to concentrate on their
majors.
Tracy Scnnappinger, JMU's second-leading scorer
last year with 21 goals and four assists, said she
knew it would take some adjustments.
"It's tough on me because I guess I kind of
looked up to Diane and thought that when we
needed a goal we could depend on Diane to score
for us," the senior said. "But there's a lot of people
this year that can do the same thing. It's just going
to take time."
Freshman Nora McGuire is the Dukes' leading
scorer this year with 10 goals and four assists.
Schnappinger is second with nine goals, senior
Jamie Little is third, and fourth is sophomore
Carrie Nolte, who was third in scoring in 1988.

In the net, freshman Kelly Moran has made 67
saves and has allowed 56 goals.
"I've been really, really impressed with [Moran's]
playing," Baer said. "She's been tremendous. It's a
lot of pressure for her freshman year, and I think
she's really picking up well . . . filling in Joy's
position. I think she's going to be equally as
incredible by the lime she reaches her senior year."
Now 1-1 in the SAC, the Dukes are looking
toward conference foes Richmond Thursday and
William and Mary Tuesday, with Boston College
sandwiched in Sunday.
"They're starting to find one another open,"
McDonough said. "They're starting to feel more
confident passing. Maybe passes that they wouldn't
do two weeks ago now they know they can do. The
more they play and the more they [come together
as a team], they are going to do more and more
scoring."
McDonough has been impressed with the
leadership Baer and fellow co-captain Jennifer Rech
have shown on and off the field . They have helped
keep the puzzle together.
"We're just trying to stay positive and salvage
what we can and go from here," Baer said. "We're
putting the losses behind us and hoping to rally
through the rest of the season."
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BUSINESS
U.S. companies aim for
foreign market business
The world is shrinking.
At least that's what American corporations are
implying. Many 1988 annual reports have reached
out for a piece of the global market and are
featuring international themes to carry the message
that foreign markets are a big part of big business.
On its report cover, IBM, whose foreign
operations made up 78 percent of its earnings
before taxes, pictures four-year-old Benjamin
Ruffieux of Switzerland eating a Nestle ice cream
cone.
The cover of the Du Pont Co. report features the
company slogan "Better Things for Better Living"
in 19 different languages.
Foreign markets account for about 40 percent of
Du Pont's business.
Maureen Bates, editor of the report, said, "We
used to think of competing with Dow [Chemical]
and Union Carbide.
"Now we think of BASF, Hocchst, ICI and the
Japanese."

Curtis is in the hot seat
at Hertz rental autos
Hertz is giving actress Jamie Lee Curtis the
wheel for their new rental car advertising
campaign, launched Saturday.
Since January, Curtis has been plugging Hertz'
new Club Gold program, which charges members
an annual fee for more expedient rental services.
For the past couple of years, Curtis has been
representing Hertz along with sports celebrities
O.J. Simpson and Arnold Palmer, but recently
she's been stealing the show as Simpson and
Palmer have become her sidekicks.
Simpson and Palmer had center stage from
1982-87, but Hertz lost 12 percentage points of
their share of the market. Now Hertz is resting
only one percentage point ahead of Avis, the
number-two car rental company.
Curtis is rolling into the new campaign on
waves of success with her new ABC television
series, "Anything But Love," as well as with her
1988 film, "A Fish Called Wanda."

Italian food chain makes
money in mall franchises
When appetites soar, so do the pizza stocks.
Sbarro Inc., an Italian food chain that bases
nearly all its business in shopping malls, has sunk
its teeth into the growing market and thrown its
pizza pitch to the tune of 83 percent stock
increases.
"Pizza in general has had double-digit growth in
revenues for the past five years, and 50 percent of
Sbarro's unit sales come from pizza and calzone,"
said David Calabro, analyst and fund manager at
Fidelity Management
Sbarro's mall orientation helps keep prices low
for customers because the company doesn't have to
spend much for advertising.
"In the malls, you have a captive audience and
need no advertising. Thus, Sbarro's doesn't have to
bang heads like McDonald's and Burger King,"
Calabro said.

Conference speaker says women
perform well but aren't encouraged
By Betsy Overkamp
staff writer

The ninth annual Communication Evaluation
Conference opened up with a hot topic Tuesday
night.
Dr. Judy C. Pearson began the conference with a
speech titled "Lucky Lady or Keen Willie: Who are
you betting on the seventh?" that addressed the way
men and women arc perceived and received when
communicating orally.
"Women and men are evaluated differently because
of their sex," said Pearson, a professor of
interpersonal communication at Ohio University and
author of 10 books.
Women in communication served as the topic for
the ninth annual Communication Evaluation
Conference. The conference featured projects by
students in Dr. Anne S. Gabbard-Alley's
Communication Criticism class, as well as Pearson's
opening remarks.
Pearson pointed to a 1968 study in which an
identical paper was presented to college professors
with the author identified as either male or female.
Results showed the paper thought to be written by a
woman received a lower grade and a lower overall
evaluation.
"Credibility varies as a function of biological sex,"
Pearson said. "Men are seen as much more competent
than women. Women are seen as more trustworthy."
Pearson told the audience of her experience teaching
a course on gender in communication at Ohio
University, saying she received student evaluations
recommending that a man teach the course along with
her to give the students a more complete perspective
of the topic. Pearson invited her husband, Paul
Nelson, dean of the Ohio University College of
Communication, to team-teach the course.
Throughout the semester, Nelson had little to add
to her lectures except agreement with her perceptions
and assertions, she said. When it came time for the
students to evaluate their professors, Nelson got more
positive evaluations.
"[My evaluations] say, 'You can learn a little bit
from your husband,'" Pearson said. "This proves the
point perfectly — that competence is seen within the
male domain even when there i a clear difference in
the ability of the speaker."
Pearson then decided to study the perceptions of
men and women in public speaking classes. She
studied students at both the high school and college
levels and found women receive "significantly higher
grades," Pearson said.
"In addition, women got more positive comments
and men got more negative," she added. These results
bothered Pearson because they were not "consistent
with previous studies or with the culture that we live
in," Pearson said.
She referred to a study presented in a Michigan
journal that showed men's grades in science were
higher than women's but that men were still given
fewer positive comments.
"In other words, the men were encouraged to do
better, to try harder.
"What that's saying to me is that [the women's] C

Staff photo by SCOTT SCHUYLER

Judy Pearson
is okay. Don't try any harder," she said. "But the
male counterpart who is getting a D is told to work

harder and live up to his potential,'' Pearson said.
Linda Poague, director of the conference, said
Pearson's remarks were directed to conference
participants in order for them to better understand and
accept the judging of projects they presented as part
of the conference.
Presentations, which started Wednesday and will
continue today in Anthony-Seegcr, room 12, are
judged by JMU faculty members and Pearson. After
judges rank each session of presentations,
Gabbard-Alley will select a "conference winner" who
will receive a trophy.
Projects include speeches, video presentations and
documentaries on women's roles in a variety of areas.
Senior Laura Cathcart delivered a speech Wednesday
titled "Sexism Communicated in the University
Classroom."
Cathcart and other conference participants agreed die
conference progressed well and informed those who
attended.
"[It] has definitely been a good experience,"
Cathcart said. "Everything went really smoothly."
Mini Singh, who along with Terri Saporito and
Kathy Patton presented a video on women in music,
said, "The conference has been the most enlightening
experience for faculty, administration and students
alike concerning immediate issues about women in
communication."
Poague added, "The main goal of this conference is
to let people know what women are doing in
medicine, politics and in other areas.
."It's been a real success. I'm very pleased."

-
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Students receive scholarship
in entrepreneurship contest
By Roger Friedman
staff writer

Nearly all contests promise sweet
rewards, 'out Fanny May Candies offered
an especially delicious incentive for a
recent contest won by three JMU
students.
As a highlight to Wednesday's eighth
annual Career Day Symposium
sponsored by the Madison Marketing
Association, John Hughes, chief
executive officer of Fannie May
Candies, awarded a 52,500 check to the
entrepreneurial team of Tracy Meredith,
Michelle Andre and Andy Butenhoff for
their work on a company-proposal.
The three are juniors majoring in
marketing, finance and management,
respectively.
The team created a marketing plan for
the establishment of a Fannie May
Candy store in the Harrisonburg area
and as a result won the contest, which
attempted to raise awareness about the
task of entrepreneurship.
"Fannie May is one of the largest
promoters of entrepreneurial learning,"
Meredith said. "They give various
grants to schools across the nation.
This is their way of promoting
entrepreneurship."
The project began initially as an
entrepreneurial learning project. Dr.
Dan Spitzer, professor of marketing and
hotel-restaurant management,
encouraged the trio to pursue the grant
with Fannie May.
Involvement for the three students
began with a proposal submitted to the

contest by Meredith. A three-month
survey period followed Fannie May's
selection of the proposal as the contest
winner, a time that involved intense
marketing research of the competition,
evaluation of expected expenses and
study of demand in the area for a store,
Meredith said.
The contest is part of a nationwide
Fannie May program designed to
inspire interest in the area of
entrepreneurship, Hughes said.

United!
With United
Colors

"The program is designed to bring a
basic awareness to those participating,"
he said. "We want to help make them
aware of the alternatives. They can go
out and create jobs rather than just
filling them themselves."
Although the marketing plan was
accepted, the members of the team
expressed limited interest in
immediately pursuing the actual
establishment of a Fannie May store in
the area.
"We're toying with the idea of
possibly considering [establishing a
local store!," Andre said. "Maybe more
around the time of graduation, we'll be
seriously considering whether we ought
to continue this endeavor."

new spring merchandise
has arrived

Andre said the team worked well
together because their majors
complemented each other.
"We all pulled our three different
concentrations together to contribute to
this," she said. "We pulled together the
financial aspects, the marketing research
and the writing. We've been friends, and
it just happened that our majors went
together so well."

College of Business plans dinner
and awards ceremony tonight
The College of Business will be
presenting their ninth annual awards
banquet tonight at 6 p.m. at the
Sheraton Hotel on East Market Street.
Between 40 and 50 awards will be
presented to students for excellence in
the business department. Recipients arc
selected by students or by committees
of faculty members. Most of the awards
are in the form of scholarships.

although some are awards of
recognition.
Scott Stevens, assistant professor of
Information and Decision Sciences, will
speak on scholastic achievement at the
presentation. Stevens was the recipient
of the 1988 "Students' Choice for
Outstanding Faculty Member" award.
Dinner will start at 6 p.m. and the
awards ceremony will follow.

Beta Gamma Sigma will present
lecture series starting Tuesday
Next Tuesday, April 11, Beta Gamma
Sigma, the Honor Society for
Collegiate Schools of Business, and
the JMU College of Business will
present an executive lecture series
program featuring Kathleen S.
Alexander, vice president for personnel
services with the Marriott Corporation.
Alexander will speak to several

business classes during the day and will
speak at the Beta Gamma Sigma
initiation banquet Tuesday night.
The series is designed to provide an
opportunity for students, faculty and
staff in the business department to
discuss important issues with business
leaders.

Get it together
Come into
Benetton today
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Staff photo by SCOTT SCHUYLER

Helping hands
Hotel restaurant management students prepare a faculty buffet.

Large Pizza
Regular Crust 1 topping

FREE DELIVERY

$5.99
QR

NO CHARGE
FOR CHECKS
Fri. & Sat.
11 am - 2am

Sun. - Thurs.
11am- 1am

Medium Regular Crust
(1 topping)
AND 2 drinks!!
Extra toppings $1.00
Drinks 500

433-0606

Pepsi • Diet Pepsi • Dr. Pepper
Slice • Mountain Dew
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COMICS
CALVIN AND HOBBES-

.0/7/ Watterson

m SusiE,
RoSES QRt REd,
A dEEp Cft\MSoN VW£.
WHEN MOO Got m tftwbLE
~fcw SuRE.WERE Too/

Co/r/n, you dirty, nrfftn.
lousy, stinking, nasty
piece of moldy
scum"?
Drop deod/ fhofv you...

THE FAR SIDE —Gary Larson

WRITING NOTES IN CLASS
NOW, ARE WE, SUSIE?

Hq< Mq/
QttVJN

"And, oh my gc-odneas! ... Aren"t the children
getting long!"

WON, SMSIE GOT SENT TO
TUE PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE f
SHE'S M TROUBLE NO*
ML RIGHT.'

*WWEWW* I SORE Wfr&
LUCKS THE TEACHER SLAVED
SUSIE TOR EVERYTHING.
WHAT A BREAK..'

•s*^

OH.NO.' WHAT IF SOSIE
RATSONME'f'SOPKSE
THEM MAKE HER SING.'
SUPPOSE SHE 93NENS/
SUPPOSE SUE FINGERS VIE {

OH, I'M SO
RELIEVED.
I WAS
AFRAID *U
VfcULDN'T
BELIEVE m.

OU.1ES, WE'VE
GOTCWVTE ^
FILE ON CUR
FRIEND CALVIN

"Zag and Thena! ... Come on in and act
uncivilized!"

THE BIG CHEESE
OH, NO ' Cef OtfT Of Htrllir,

Fox' THIS I*jfifflgCftoftn

Fred Barrett
Vtfu p6N'r eve/v KA/OV **ny?
RtUASe IT AT ONCt! . -

A t^RKlW6 vm<rr —V

Tuff Awy te. i3sr IT
is cuoee To vy
UNi\rcnsityi AND I
f*y

STUNTS!

fvrttU /. mti-l
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RUBES

-Leigh Rubin

Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

—si MBtftRS
XieNTlflCMLi. 1 A FULL MOON..
7M9/S
I ROMANCE

AWM*. m FROM

pixrry i£Abue~
WHO isme
FATHER.

(

nefise r X

AIN'T
TELUN'.

HmU-V

m

I mswiCK

ow"

Hot air rises

sstM

tMS
»0fflflC

Although he left the seedy neighborhood where
he was raised, he never forgot his roots

THE LAST ROUNDHEAD

■ Organ, Gibson, Copeland
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FOR RENT
True 10-Minute Walk To Campus - New 4 BR fully
furnished apt. with WD. Reserved parking lor each
student. Unit managed by owner. Call alter 6 p.m. for
appointment 434-3509
4 BR Townhouse - Brand new, on Dutchmill Court.
10 minute walk to campus. 2-1/2 baths, large
bedrooms, no neighbors above or below. Quiet,
energy-efficient. Deposits usually returned in full on
move-out day. Lots of extras. July 15. $800
434-2100.
3 BR Townhouse -1-1/2 bath, very large master BR
Like new. Similar to above. June 15. $600.434-2100.
2 BR Townhouse - 1-1/2 bath. Like new. May 1st
$450. 434-2100.

Large 4 BR Townhouse - Walk to campus. $185 per
bedroom, per month, plus utilities. Individual lease &
deposit. Call 828-4026 after 5:30 p.m.
Air Conditioned Apt. -$275 includes utilities
Graduate students preferred. 432-5565.
Christian Roommate Needed - 2 blocks from campus,
460 S Main St. Call Eric 433-6585.
Madison Manor- May/June - August Only $100/month.
Completely furnished, pool, tennis courts, etc. Call Mike
or Mark at 432-0443.

Hunter's Ridge - Room available summer session
$140/month Call Debbie, 432-0957.
Need A Room Next Year? Looking for 2 mature
females. Non-smokers preferred. Call Brownie at
432-0488 for more information.

Wanted - Quiet female to share 3 BR townhouse.
$148 plus 1/3 utilities. Lease very negotiable.
4342100.

Hunter's Ridge - Sublet May-August 4 single rooms.
Call 433-7504.

May To August -Madison Gardens. $110/month.
Debbie, 433-8893.
3 BR Townhouse For Rent -1 mile out Port Rd.
$480/month. Year lease begins May 15.
Energy-efficient heat pump with A/C, W/D, D/W.
Trash pickup included. Phone, 269-8472.
Campus Condos - 5 BR apt for May/Summer
434-2612.
Norwood Street - 3 BR duplex Appliances, water &
sewer furnished. Available 6/1/89. $185/each.
Individual leases. 433-8822.
Cottage - Hawkins St., 3 BR Appliances, water S
sewer furnished. Available 6/1/89. $185/each,
individual leases. 432-8822.
House - Hawkins St Furnished, 4 BR, 2 baths. Kitchen
appliances including W/D, microwave, water & sewer
furnished. $225/each, individual leases. 3 units in this
house, can take 4, 8 or 12 people Plenty of parking.
Available 6/1/89 433-8822.
University Place -3 BR furnished, $215/single.
$165/share 4 BR furnished. $2l5/each. 3 BR
unfurnished, $200/single, $150/share. Individual
leases. Available 6/1/89 433 8822.
Hunter's Ridge - 2 BR furnished, 4 people,
$170/each. Individual leases. Available 6/1/89.
4338822.
Close To Campus - 2.4 BR duplexes on Cantrell Ave.
$175/month per student. Groups only June lease.
433-1044.
August '89 - Large furnished room with private bath
in 2 BR Madison Manor condo. $250/single,
$160/shared. Includes water. Non-smoker. Heather,
433 6901.
Fun House - Walking distance to school $465/month
Call 433-3807.
Must Sublet - Duke Gardens Apartments. Close to
campus. 3 BR, 2-1/2 baths. Furnished. Rent
negotiable. Call 432-0527 or 432-0528
May/Summer - 5 BR, deck. pool. Rent negotiable Near
campus 434-6227.
Graduating This May ft Plan To Work In The DC area?
2 rooms for rent in an Alexandria Townhouse. Call
433-8786.
Madison Manor Townhouse - May/Summer 4 spaces.
Price negotiable. 433-9486.
Next To Anthony Setaer - Duke Gardens Apartments.
Furnished, AC, cable. W/D, microwave. May & Summer.
Call Kevin at 432-0752.
Great Hunter's Ridge Apt. - 2 BR. Summer session.
Rent negotiable. Louise, 432 0076.
Madison Square - 2 females to share large furnished
BR in lownhouse, May or June through Spring 1990.
For more info, call 432-9302
Forest Hills - Room to sublet Summer/May $85 Call
Lynda, 432-0588.

rHerfftft r.•■llH

*» »•

Male Graduating Student Or Other - Able to work for
40 hours to manage all aspects of local business. Some
travel required, excellent salary & benefits for nght
person. Respond with resume to Tusmg, 230 Dixie
Ave, Harnsonburg, VA22801
Cocktail Waitress Wanted - Weekend work Apply lo
Train Station Restaurant.

M»y/Summer Sublease - 2 BR. Hunter's Ridge Call at
432-0771.

1 BR Apartment - Month-to-month lease. $315.
434 2100.

Forest Hills Townhouse - 3-story, 4 BR. Fireplace,
deck, AC. appliances. Efficiency apt downstairs.
Available 8/15/89 for yearly leasing 5 to 6 occupants
Call 433-6007. $875/month.

Playground & Fun-Time Supervisors Needed - June 7
through August 19. 40 hours/week (some weekend
work required). $4.1S/hour. Apply by April 20, 1989
to Dept of Parks & Recreation. 305 S Dogwood Dr.,
Harnsonburg, VA 22801.

University Place - Furnished, microwave, W/D. 4 girls
needed. Call Brad at 433-6953.
Forest Hills Townhouse - 5 BR luxury townhouse
Private rooms, 2-1/2 baths, W/D, A/C. Walk to
campus Group of 3 to 4 males Call 433-RENT.

FOR SALE
Spinet-Console Piano Bargain - Wanted - Responsible
party to take over low monthly payments on
spinet-console piano. Can be seen locally. Call Mr. White
at 1-(800)-327-3345, exl. 101.
Loft For Sale-$50 Call x5113.
Buy, Don't Rent! Furnished, University Place, new
paintl Call Brad at 433-6953
Ladles Beach Cruiser Bike - Great condition & cheap!
434-5249
280Z Dattun -1976. Runs great. August inspection.
$1,200 or best offer. Call 433-8766.

Needed - Subletter for May/Summer sessions. 2
blocks from campus $110/month. Call Jeff at
433-3077.

Ferret - Female, sable, spayed All vaccinations, etc. 14
mentis old. $90.432-0548.

Forest Hills - Townhouse with deck. Furnished, A/C.
Upstairs room, $95/month May/Summer Call Nicole
al 432-0782.

Datsun 200SX -1980, great condition, very clean,
automatic, stereo cassette $1800/best offer. Call
4340538.

Forest Hills - Need 2 non smoking females to share
spacious townhouse very close to campus. Pnvate BR,
dishwasher, microwave, washer/dryer, central air. June
1 to May 31. Call Jill at 433-9109.

Guinea Pig - 20-gallon aquarium, water bottle & dish
included $30. 433-8786.

Campus Condos - 2 male roommates needed to share
large room next Fall/Spring. $155/month. Completely
furnished. Call 432 0954.
Summer Survival Kit - Free MTV, grill, air conditioning
al University Place. Fully furnished, price negotiable
Call now! 432 9106.
Room Available - Forest Hills. Summer. $95/month.
Call Sophia at 432-0782.
501 Blues - 3 rooms, May to August. Sublet. Price
negotiable. 4320182.
H You Are A Female Staying This Summer - IVe goi
£ur room. University Place. Private room sublease with
throom off bedroom $175(negotiable) monthly.
Water included, private W/D, cable, furnished.
Available end of May. Call Sabine, 433 6836.

HELP WANTED
Bartender/Doorman Wanted - Weekend work. Apply
to Train Staion Restaurant.
Summer Employment - Virginia Beachl Holiday
Trav-L-Park seeking students interested as cashiers
in stores (3), registration & maintenance. Contact
Ginny (804) 425-0249.
Come Work For An Accredited 3-Camp organization in
the Pocono Mountains of PA. Positions are available in:
Tennis, Archery, Waterfront (WSI), Dramatics, Office
Administration, Computers, Radio, Arts & Cralts,
Nature, Athletics, Jewelry, Photography, Dance,
Wrestling, Cooking, Adventure/Challenge Course,
Film-Making, Camp drivers. Season: 6/24 - 8/20. Call
1-(80O)-S33-Camp, (215)887-9700 in PA, or write
407 Benson East, Jenkintown, PA 19046.
Now Accepting Applications For Dinner Theatre
-Apply Food Services, Gibbons Hall al Entrance 1
Phone 568-6251.
Weekend Wo* - Outdoors. Meet people, drive, cook,
etc. Males preferred Canoeing experience a plus.
Shenandoah
River
Outfitters,
Luray
(703)-743-4159.

Queen-Size Sofa Bed - Good condition. $40.
433-8786.

LOST 8, FOUND
Lost - Silver, chain link, man's bracelet. Great
sentimental value. Reward! Call Jeff at x4738.

Loft Storage - Picked up & redelivered in September
$30. 432-0432.

WANTED
Recreational Entertainer Needed - For 3 children this
summer. 2 to 3 days per week. Must have
transportation. Call 434-3118.
I Need A Room For May Session - Within walking
distance of campus. Price negotiable. Call Nicole at
X7397 after 7 pm

PERSQJ
Heading For Europe This Summer? Jet there anytime
for only $160 with Airhilch (as reported in Consumer
Reports, NY Times, Newsday, Good Housekeeping &
on national network morning shows). Call
(212)-864-2000 or write 2901 Broadway, Suite
100J,NY,NY10025.
Hey Village Area! Come to the "Village Pillage," April
23(
^
Futuristic Vision! "World Beat" Wednesday nights. 11
to1onWMRA90.7FM.
Morton Downey, Jr. - Saturday , April 8, Godwin, 8
p.m. $2 with ID.
How Very Bizarre! "The Bald Soprano/ April 6
through 9 Wampier Experimental Theater.
Ski Club Farm Party rescheduled for Friday, April 21
from 4 to midnight Watch The Breeze for more
details.

Are - Gel ready for Greek singl
Happy 19th On Saturday To Mr. Bud Bowl! Will you tell
us a story again? We love you Andy! From C103.

Lost - Photo portfolio left at Godwin bus stop. Name
is on it Please call 434 0985.

Moonhouse Attic - Come and see Harry Dance.

Lost - Gray Madison College Physical Education
sweatshirt. Lost in Godwin weight room. Sentimental
value Please return. Call Scott at 433-6345.

Wanted - Cheerleaders & Dance Squad Members for
89-90 season. Tryouts - April 11 thru 13 at "6 pm,
Convocation Center.

Lost - Faded blue jean jacket with big patch inside.
Please retumi Call Lisa al 432-0076.

Doug Parker - Hang in there! You are a greal En
Pledge' Love, Your Big Sister.
Hey AI"s - Show that altitude' Love, the "altitude"
creators.

Horizon Sure Tan is your professional tanning center.
Both UVA S UVB rays, all are stand-up. No
appointment necessary. Phone 434-1812 or stop by
1106 Reservoir St.

UCO Elections - Vote lor your candidate. Apnl 11,10
to 5 p.m. PC Ballroom.
Almost Anything Goes!

Typing Service - Over 20 years experience. $1 50/pg.
Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Let Me Type Your Papers. Call 432-1975.

Madisonlan Auditions - Saturday, April 15, noon, DM
209. Bring 1 memorized song (pop, broadway, jazz) &
be prepared to move.

Typing, Word Processing - By professional
secretary Call Liz Middleton 289-9954.

"Top 10 Reasons U.Va Sucks" - T-shirts Call x7526
or x7276. Free delivery.

Terrific Typist - Near JMU, quick service, great
rates. Call Angie at 434-4332.

Mini-Storage Units - 14 x 14 feet. $30/month. 15
minutes from campus. Call 896-2915, evenings, to
reserve your space.

Word Processing - Disks saved 6 months. Call
234-8863
Professional Typist Available For All Reports - Call
Brenda at 432-9810 or 434-2004. $1.15/page.

Earn $400 To $10,000 This Summer In Alaska - "The
Harvard Student Guide to Summer Jobs in Alaska."
Send $7.95 to Cnmson Press, 1953 Massachusetts
Ave., P.O. Box 558, Cambridge, MA 02140.

Typing - Efficient, courteous service. Call anytime.
Susan, 433-0987.

This Month - Are you getting ready to Give Peace a
Dance? This month at the University Farm

Word processing - Conveniently located on campus.
Quick, reliable. Call Mark, x5939.

Live t Direct From St. Anne, Jamaica - Burning
Spear, living tribute to Marcus Garvey, will be
appearing atlrax. April 19, in Chariottesvifle. Special
guest, Mojo Nya. For ticket info, contact Seth or Derek
at 433 4942.

Word processing for all your typing needs - term
papers, reports, manuscripts, theses, personal
correspondence. Over 15 years of professional
secretarial experience. Call Judy at 289-5313.
Pregnant? We care. Free professional pregnancy
counseling. Explore all your options. Help with medical
expenses Children's Home Society. Call toll free 1(800)247-2888.

Summer Swim Instructor Position - June & Jury. In
Harrisonburg. Application deadline, April 15. Send
resume to: P.O. Box 1391, Harrisonburg, VA, 22807.

Horseback Riding - Mountaintop Ranch. Trail rides,
hourly, al day or overnight in Blue Ridge Mountains. Call
lor reservations. Elkton, VA. (703) 298-9542.

.!>>■•

Free Removal of any giveaway furniture or lofts.
432-0432.

Good Luck To Al Racers Al U.Vs! Go Madison Cycling!

Looking For A Fraternity Or Sorority Or student
organization that would like to make $500 to $1,000
for a 1-week on-campus marketing project. Must be
organized S hardworking. Call Jill or Corine at 1(800J-592-2121.

•Hi

Canoe The Shenandoah - Celebrate Spring.
Shenandoah River Outfitters, Luray. 10 perceni
discount through May 14. (703)743-4159.

Would You Like To Take A Saturday Off & tour the
beautiful Shenandoah Valley? Join UPB's Basic Natur
Photography mini-course, $15.
Busch Gardens - With UCO-Sophomore class. On I
$171 April 16. Contact Diane at x4832, P.O. 159.
Everyone 6 webomel
$5.00 • $5.00 • $ 5.00 - Haircuts are only $5 al
Expression Haircutter. 434-7021.
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Congratulation* Mary Bath Milttaad on your

Make Your Own Buttona - Harrison breezeway.

engagement We love you! ZTA.

Thursday & Friday. KKT.

'Top 10 Reasont U.Va Sucka" T-shirts - Call x7526
or X7276. Free delivery.

Gandy Dancer Presents - The high-energy top-40
Beach Music of Fat Ammons Band. Sunday, April 9.
434-0505.

"Civil Vialon" At I*E - Thursday. $2. Bring your own
beverage.

r

Who la Bobby Wataon? See The Bald Soprano" at
Wampler Experimental Theatre, April 6 through 9.
Almost Anything Goes is Back - April 8 on the Hillside
Field with the band "Everything." Come bring a
partner 8 compete for cash prizes.
The First "Village Pillage" might be the last, so come on
out & have a blast i Apnl 23.

CtHsl
■ Coring!

Why Risk Wrecking Your Next Party Hiring Some
Loser -Call the best DJ's Progressive, acid house,
lechno-pop, rap, top-40, oldies & of course classic
rock. Call Francis at 432-9209 or Jeff at 432-0649.
Almost Anything Goes!

CliHe Is Coming!

Classic Rock - Saturday, April 8th. Mystic Den.
Get Psyched Greeks! Greek Sing in Godwin at 6:30!
April 7.
_____^
"The Bald Soprano" - April 6 thru 9. Wampler
Experimental Theatre.
The Pedestrians - Music That Moves You
The Pedestrians - Acoustic Blues, Jazz, Rock
The Pedestrians - Music That Moves You
Greek Sing '89 Videos - Order now, 433 2558 or
x7527.
Esoteric Style on "World Beat" Wednesday nights, 11
to 1 on WMRA

THE™ DEN

LATEST SOUNDl

Wear Jeans (Again) to support the Ski Club Farm
Party, Friday, April 7.

Vote - UCO Electons, April 11, PC Ballroom.
Speeches, 10:15 4 11:15.

Come Hear Winston Rodney (The Burning Spear) in
Charlottesville with an open mind & learn why we all
(black, white, red, yellow) are children of Mother
Africa. Where it began & where it will end.

Morton Downey, Jr- Saturday, Apnl 8, Godwin, 8 p.m.
$2 with ID

Almost Anything Goes!

Almost Anything Goes Is Back- Apnl 8 on the Hillside
Field with the band "Everything." Come bring a
partner 8 compete for cash prizes!

Lake Area Semi-Formal - April 21, 8 to 12.
$5/couple, $3/single. Hall Council, $4/couple,
$2/single. Shenandoah Room, Chandler Hall. Tickets
in hall offices.

Go Team Fig Newton! Whip a Wahooi Good luck Madison
Cycling!

Vote -UCO Elections. April 11. 10 to 5, PC
Ballroom

Earthly Tuneal "World Bear, Wednesday nights, 11 to

Moonhouse Attic - Mystic Den, Sal Apri 8th.

Everybody la Crying Out For Peace - But peace means
nothing without justice. If you believe in Justice, Journey
to Charlottesville 4 check out the Burning Spear
April 19, Trax.

Greek Sing '89 Videos - Order now! 433-2658 or
X7527.

'Top 10 Reasons U.Va Sucks" T-shirts - Call x7526
or x7276 Free delivery.

Gandy Dancer Presenta - High-energy top-40
beach music of Fat Ammons Band. Sunday, April 9
434-0505.

Sigma Sigma Sigma will rock at Greek Singi

1 en WMRA.
College Of Business Olympic* - Apnl 8, 6 p.m. in the
stadium.
Perm Special - Mondays S Tuesdays at Expression
Haircutters, 434-7021.
Greek Sing '89 Videoa -Order now! 433 2658 or
x7527.

Clrffe Is Almost Here!
College Of Business Olympics - April 8, 6 p.m., in the
stadium.

Border Ruffian Meeting - Sunday morning at U.VA!
Go Madison Cycling.

"Civil Vialon" - At I<I>E, Thursday. $2. Bring your
own beverage.

Next Wednesday Through Friday
On The Hill. 11 am to 1:30 pjn.

Kknmle Furat - Congrats on Florence, baby. There's
nothing like a good crofet Italian wind-dingl Hail to
Mike Steen! Oh, & uh... SMD! Love, Snofne. Kwide,
Robby, Yitol & Tim.

Everyone Welcome - UCO Sophomore Class Busch
Gardens trip. April 16 & 17. Includes admission &
transportation. Contact Diane, x4832, P.O. Box 159.

Greek Row Boys - Beware! Greek Sing 1989. AT.

Make Your Own Button* - Harrison breezeway,
Thursday & Friday, KK*.

Get Off In Godwin - Greek Sing tomorrow night!

Commuters - Don't be just any commuter, be an
involved commuter! The Commuter Student Council is
for you! See the CSC ad in this Breeze.
Wordly Sounds - "World Beat," Wednesday nights, 11
to1onlyonWMRA90.7FM.

Greek Sing -April 7, 6:30. Bnng JMU ID to Godwin
Hall

Planetary Communications! "World Beat",
Wednesday nights, 11 to 1 on WMRA 90.7 FM.
Dena, Marc & Scott - Thanks for the crazy but
fun-filled night. Watch out for flying pretzels 4
"water* beds. Suz.

pinned. IJX

Commuters - Want to meet great people & have lots
of fun? Get involved with the Commuter Student
CouncJ. See the CSC ad in this Breeze

The Mouth That Ate Madison - Morion Downey, Jr.
Saturday, April 8, Godwin, 8 pm. $2 with ID, $5 for
public.

The Mouth That Ate Madison - Morton Downey, Jr.
Saturday, April 8, Godwin, 8 pm. $2 with ID. $5 for
public.

Congratulations Beth Jaegar & Joely Kolasch on being

Do You Enjoy Fine Handiwork? Join UPB's
Papermaking mini-course, $15

Hunters Ridge — Female, single, May to Aug., price
negotiable. 568 4802.
May/Summer aublease — 3 bedroom. JM
Apartments. 2 blocks from campus. Non-smokers
preferred Call 432-1765.
AlmotfArrvtNngGoet!
Beth - No Breeze May 5? Happy 19th Birthday a month
early. Lots of love, M&D.

1

How To Place A Classified Ad - Classified ads must be
in writing and must be paid in advance. The cost is $2
for each 10 word increment (1-10 words=$2; 11-20
words=$4, etc.) Deadlines are Fnday noon for a
Monday issue and Tuesday noon for a Thursday issue.
Aso, your name and phone number must accompany your
ad
Happy 20th Birthday Batty! I guess this means you're
a woman now' Love. JCK.
Groom The Goose, Don't Goose The Groom! The Bald
Soprano."

If You See Kelly Schmid - Please be sure to
congratulate her on her acceptance into University of
South Carolina's Psychology Masters Program for
graduate school! I'm so proud of you Kelly I knew you
could do ill Much love, Carolyn.
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Personal Check Policy
20c additional charge
must show valid driver's license and local
address when presenting check.

FOUR STAR

PIZI
***

*

DELIVERS
DOUBLEZZ

2 PIZZAS
STORE HOURS
SUN-THUR: 11AM-1AM
FRI & SAT: 11AM-2AM

A QQ

Q77C
I I \J
425 N Main St. Harrisonburg
4

TOO"0

BIG 12' SUBS
HOT OR COLD
ITALIAN, HAM & CHEESE, TURKEY,
ROAST BEEF & CHEESE, MEATBALL

Coupon******

2 BIG 12"
SUBS:

*

M) and *
Four CPKSI
»

*
Plus Two FREE *
16 oz Cups of *
Coke or Sprite J

EXPIRES 4/12/89 %

EXPIRES 4/12/89 *

We reserve the right to limit
»
delivery area
*
^*****¥¥¥******

We reserve the right to limit
*
delivery area
•<*,»¥¥¥¥¥¥4MM,¥¥¥y£*

Coupon1*****
433-3776
95
TOTAL
J
Two Large On©*
Item Pizzas
*
(24 Slices) and*
Four Cokes
J
EXPIRES 4/12/89

*

We reserve the right to limit
delivery area
*
MMMMMMMfcf * 1' ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥-¥■»

delivery area

*

***** **********

Coupon******

Coupon******

MEAL DEAL a

2 BIG 12"
50
SUBSJ

$8

25

*
*
*
One Large Pizza *
with One Topping *
and Four Cokes *
*
EXPIRES 4/12/89 *
*
We reserve the right to limit
*
delivery area

TOTAL

^******************

TOTAL
4- One Coupon
* Per Order
*
*

*
Plus Two FREE *
16 oz Cups of *.
Coke or Sprite*

EXPIRES

4/12/89 J

We reserve the right to limit
J
delivery area
*
?*»**¥¥•*»»>»»»»»»»*»

*4

•Coupon*******^.
433-3776 }
*
*
*
TOTAL
*
Two Small One *.
Item Pizzas
*
(16 slices) and *
Two Cokes
»

30

EXPIRES 4/12/89
We reserve the right to limit
delivery area

*
*.
»

Coupon********
433-3776 j
30

»

TOTAL

%

Two Small One *
Item Pizzas
(16 slices) and
Two Cokes

*
*
*
*One Coupon
T Per Order
EXPIRES 4/12/89
*
J
We reserve the right to limit
*
delivery area

